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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Representation Theory for Cointegrated Functional Time Series

by

Won-Ki Seo

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

University of California San Diego, 2018

Professor Brendan K. Beare, Chair

In data rich environments we may sometimes deal with time series of infinite

dimensional objects such as smooth curves, square-integrable functions or probability

density functions. The so-called functional time series analysis considering such time series

has been intensively developed by many authors. For stationary functional time series

we already have well-developed theoretical results. On the other hand, the literature on

nonstationary functional time series is not rich enough yet; we only have a few recent

papers that consider nonstationary functional time series.

This dissertation deals with functional cointegrated linear processes and develops a

generalization of the Granger-Johansen representation theory in Hilbert spaces and Banach

x



spaces. Given the scarcity of the existing literature on nonstationary functional time series,

I believe that my results pave the way for the development of statistical methods involving

functional time series exhibiting the random walk-type nonstationarity.

The first chapter concerns cointegrated linear processes in an arbitrary complex

Hilbert space. We extend the notion of cointegration for time series taking values in such a

Hilbert space, and provide generalized notions of Ip0q and Ip1q sequences. In the chapter we

specifically show that the cointegrating space for an Ip1q process may be sensibly defined

as the kernel of the long run covariance operator of its first difference. Another main

result of the chapter is a generalization of the Granger-Johansen representation theorem

for Ip1q autoregressive processes. We will observe that a geometric reformulation of the

Johansen I(1) condition is useful to our Hilbert space setting, and it will be shown that a

generalization of the Granger-Johansen theorem is derived based on this observation.

The second chapter is more focused on the Granger-Johansen theory in an arbitrary

complex Hilbert space setting. We provide a generalization of the representation theorems

for I(1) and I(2) autoregressive processes taking values in such a Hilbert space. A big

difference from the previous chapter is that we rely on rigorous analytic operator-valued

function theory. The most important input for our representation theory in the chapter

is the so-called analytic Fredholm theorem, which will turn out to be useful. We will

demonstrate this in detail.

In the last chapter, we will show that our representation theory based on the analytic

Fredholm theorem can be extended to a Banach space setting. Specifically, we study the

inversion of a holomorphic Fredholm operator-valued function in detail, and provide a

closed-form expression of the inverse. Applying these results, we obtain our representation

theory in an arbitrary complex separable Banach space. One meaningful aspect of this

chapter is that we obtain a generalization of the Granger-Johansen theory without the help

of rich geometric structure of a Hilbert space.
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Chapter 1

Cointegrated Linear Process in

Hilbert Space

Abstract. We extend the notion of cointegration for multivariate time series to a

potentially infinite dimensional setting in which our time series takes values in a complex

separable Hilbert space. In this setting, standard linear processes with nonzero long

run covariance operator play the role of Ip0q processes. We show that the cointegrating

space for an Ip1q process may be sensibly defined as the kernel of the long run covariance

operator of its difference. The inner product of an Ip1q process with an element of its

cointegrating space is a stationary complex valued process. Our main result is a version of

the Granger-Johansen representation theorem: we obtain a geometric reformulation of the

Johansen I(1) condition that extends naturally to a Hilbert space setting, and show that an

autogressive Hilbertian process satisfying this condition, and possibly also a compactness

condition, admits an Ip1q representation.
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1.1 Introduction

The subject of time series analysis has traditionally dealt with time series that

take values in finite dimensional Euclidean space. A more recent literature on so-called

functional time series analysis deals with time series that take values in a possibly infinite

dimensional Banach or Hilbert space, frequently a space of functions. For instance, one

observation of such a time series may be a continuous record of the value of some asset over

a given trading day, or the distribution of income across an economy in a given year. An

important early contribution to the literature on functional time series is the monograph

of Bosq (2000), which gives a detailed theoretical treatment of linear processes in Banach

and Hilbert spaces. Hörmann and Kokoszka (2012) and Horváth and Kokoszka (2012)

discuss much of the subsequent literature. Empirical applications of functional time series

analysis to economic and financial data have studied the term structure of interest rates

(Kargin and Onatski, 2008), intraday cumulative returns (Kokoszka and Zhang, 2012),

intraday volatility (Hörmann et al., 2013; Gabrys et al., 2013), and the distributions of

high frequency stock returns and of individual earnings (Chang et al., 2016b).

The property of cointegration, well studied for time series in finite dimensional

Euclidean space, was first introduced by Granger (1981). Its study transformed the practice

of time series econometrics over the following two decades, especially in applications to

macroeconomic data. Given the recent surge of interest in functional data analysis and

functional time series, an extension of the methods of cointegration analysis to a functional

time series setting may be valuable. A recent paper by Chang et al. (2016b) appears to

be the first effort in this direction. Those authors consider a time series taking values

in a space of square integrable probability density functions. They introduce a notion of

cointegration for this functional time series, and develop associated statistical methods

based on functional principal components analysis. Unfortunately, as shown by Beare

(2017), nontrivial examples of probability density valued cointegrated processes in the space

2



considered by Chang et al. do not exist due to the nonnegativity property of densities.

Nevertheless the framework they provide is useful if we ignore their requirement that

the time series be density valued and allow it to take values in a Hilbert space of square

integrable real valued functions which may or may not be probability densities.

In this paper we take a closer look at what it means for a complex Hilbert space

valued time series to be cointegrated. Our purpose is to provide solid foundations for

future research. We show that, if the difference ∆X of our time series X is a standard

linear process—loosely speaking, a stationary moving average of past Hilbert space valued

innovations—then the cointegrating space may be sensibly defined as the kernel of the

long run covariance operator associated with ∆X. Inner products of the levels of X with

elements of the cointegrating space are stationary complex valued processes. We show

that the trend component in a Beveridge-Nelson decomposition of X takes values in the

orthogonal complement to the cointegrating space, which we call the attractor space.

Our main result is Theorem 1.4.1, which extends the Granger-Johansen represen-

tation theorem to a Hilbert space context. It provides conditions under which a process

satisfying an autoregressive Hilbertian law of motion is integrated of order one. To achieve

this extension we obtain a geometric reformulation of the Johansen Ip1q condition that

extends naturally to our more general setting. We require the autoregressive operators to

be compact when the autoregressive law of motion is second order or higher, but impose

no compactness condition for a first order law of motion.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.2 we review some essential mathe-

matics. In Section 1.3 we discuss what it means for a linear process in Hilbert space to

be cointegrated and provide some related results. Our extension of the Granger-Johansen

representation theorem is stated and proved in Section 1.4.

3



1.2 Essential preliminaries

Here we briefly review essential background material for the study of cointegrated

linear processes in Hilbert space, and fix standard notation and terminology. Our primary

sources are Conway (1994) and Bosq (2000). While Bosq considers random elements of

real rather than complex Hilbert spaces, the complex case is similar and has been studied

by Cerovecki and Hörmann (2017)

1.2.1 Continuous linear operators on Hilbert space

Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space with inner product x�, �y and norm } � }.

We denote by LH the space of continuous linear operators from H to H equipped with the

operator norm }A}LH � sup}x}¤1 }Apxq}. It can be shown that LH is a Banach space. We

denote the kernel (null space) of an operator A P LH by kerA, and its range (image) by

ranA. Both are linear subspaces of H. The dimension of kerA is called the nullity of A,

and the dimension of ranA is called the rank of A. The rank-nullity theorem asserts that

the two must sum to the dimension of H.

We denote the adjoint of an operator A P LH by A�. We will say that an operator

A PLH is positive semidefinite if xApxq,xy is real and nonnegative for all x PH, and positive

definite if also xApxq,xy � 0 for all nonzero x P H. Given a set G � H, we denote the

orthogonal complement to G by

GK � tx PH : xx,yy � 0 for all y PGu, (1.1)

and the closure of G—that is, the union of G and its limit points—by clpGq. We will make

repeated use of the following equalities, valid for any A P LH (see e.g. Conway, 1994, pp.

35–36):

kerA� pranA�qK and pkerAqK � clpranA�q. (1.2)

4



We will refer to the two equalities in (1.2) as the strong rank-nullity theorem.

Two properties of operators in LH that will be important in Section 1.4 are com-

pactness and the Fredholm property. An operator A P LH is said to be compact if it is the

limit of a sequence of finite rank operators in LH. It is said to be Fredholm if kerA and

kerA� are finite dimensional and ranA is closed. The index of a Fredholm operator A is

defined to be

indA� dimkerA�dimkerA�, (1.3)

where we write dim for dimension. If A is Fredholm and B is compact then A�B is

Fredholm with the same index as A (Conway, 1994, Thm. XI.3.11). If H is finite dimensional

then every operator in LH is compact and Fredholm of index zero. See Conway (1994, ch.

XI) for further discussion of Fredholm operators.

1.2.2 Random elements of Hilbert space

Let pΩ,F ,P q be our underlying probability space. A random element of H is a

measurable map Z : ΩÑH, where H is understood to be equipped with its Borel σ-algebra.

Noting that }Z} is a real valued random variable, if E}Z}   8 we say that Z is integrable.

If Z is integrable then there exists a unique element of H, which we denote EZ, such that

ExZ,xy � xEZ,xy for all x PH. (1.4)

We call EZ the expected value of Z. It is also called the Bochner integral of Z.

Let L2
H be the space of random elements Z of H (identifying random elements that

are equal almost surely) that satisfy E}Z}2  8 and EZ � 0, equipped with the norm

}Z}L2
H
� pE}Z}2q1{2, Z P L2

H. (1.5)

5



It can be shown that L2
H is a Banach space. For Z P L2

H, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality

implies that Zxx,Zy is integrable for each x P H. We may therefore define the operator

CZ P LH by

CZpxq � E pZxx,Zyq , x PH. (1.6)

We call CZ the covariance operator of Z. It is guaranteed to be self-adjoint, positive

semidefinite, and compact.

1.2.3 Linear processes in Hilbert space

Let η � pηt, t P Zq be an independent and identically distributed (iid) sequence in

L2
H, and let pAk,k ¥ 0q be a sequence in LH satisfying

°8
k�0 }Ak}

2
LH

 8. Then it can be

shown (Bosq, 2000, p. 182) that for each t P Z the series

Zt �
8̧

k�0
Akpηt�kq (1.7)

is convergent in L2
H. We call the sequence pZt, t P Zq a linear process in H with innovations

η. More generally, given any t0 PZYt�8u, we call the sequence pZt, t¡ t0q a linear process

in H with innovations η. Such a linear process is necessarily stationary.

When the operators in (1.7) satisfy
°8
k�0 }Ak}LH  8, our linear process pZt, t¡ t0q

is said to be a standard linear process in H. In this case the series A�
°8
k�0Ak is convergent

in LH, and we define the long run covariance operator V P LH for our standard linear

process to be the composition

V � ACη0A
�, (1.8)

where Cη0 P LH is the covariance operator of η0. Note that V is simply the covariance

operator of Apη0q, and is therefore self-adjoint, positive semidefinite, and compact.

6



1.3 Cointegration in Hilbert space

1.3.1 Basic setup

Our time series of interest X � pXt, t ¥ 0q is a sequence in L2
H. Denote the first

difference of X by ∆X � p∆Xt, t¥ 1q, with ∆Xt �Xt�Xt�1. Leaving aside the choice of

the initial condition X0 P L2
H, we suppose that ∆X is a standard linear process in H. It

therefore admits the representation

∆Xt �
8̧

k�0
Ψkpεt�kq, t¥ 1, (1.9)

where ε� pεt, t P Zq is an iid sequence in L2
H, and pΨk,k ¥ 0q is a sequence in LH satisfying°8

k�0 }Ψk}LH  8. As discussed in Section 1.2.3, this summability condition is sufficient for

the series in (1.9) to be convergent in L2
H and for the series Ψ�

°8
k�0 Ψk to be convergent

in LH, and ∆X is necessarily stationary. Nonetheless, for reasons to become apparent we

require that the stronger condition

8̧

k�0
k}Ψk}LH  8 (1.10)

is satisfied. We require the covariance operator Σ of ε0 to be positive definite and denote

the long run covariance operator of ∆X by Λ�ΨΣΨ�, as in (1.8) above. Note that since

Σ is positive definite, it must be the case that

kerΛ� kerΨ�. (1.11)

Assumption 1.3.1. The differenced process ∆X satisfies (1.9) for some iid sequence

ε� pεt, t P Zq in L2
H and some sequence pΨk,k ¥ 0q in LH satisfying (1.10). The covariance

operator Σ of ε0 is positive definite.

7



1.3.2 Beveridge-Nelson decomposition

The purpose of condition (1.10) is to facilitate a version of the Beveridge-Nelson

decomposition for X. For k ¥ 0 define Ψ̃k ��
°8
j�k�1 Ψj . Under (1.10) we have

8̧

k�0
}Ψ̃k}LH ¤

8̧

k�0

8̧

j�k�1
}Ψj}LH �

8̧

k�0
k}Ψk}LH  8. (1.12)

Recalling our discussion in Section 1.2.3, condition (1.12) ensures that the series νt �°8
k�0 Ψ̃kpεt�kq is convergent in L2

H for each t P Z, and that the sequence ν � pνt, t¥ 0q in

L2
H is stationary. For t¥ 1 let ξt �

°t
s�1 εs, and let ξ0 � 0 P L2

H. With a little algebra we

obtain

Xt �X0�ν0�Ψpξtq�νt, t¥ 0. (1.13)

The decomposition (1.13) was applied informally by Beveridge and Nelson (1981) for the

case H�C to study business cycle fluctuations. For the multidimensional case H�Cn it is

sometimes known as the common trends representation (Stock and Watson, 1988). Phillips

and Solo (1992) gave a detailed treatment of the Beveridge-Nelson decomposition and

illustrated its power as a tool for deriving laws of large numbers and invariance principles

for linear processes. It was first applied in an infinite dimensional setting by Chang et al.

(2016b). The point is that Xt is decomposed into the sum of an initial condition X0�ν0, a

random walk component Ψpξtq, and a transitory component νt.

1.3.3 Cointegrating and attractor spaces

Definition 1.3.1. We will call the kernel of Λ the cointegrating space, and its orthogonal

complement the attractor space.

Our next two results explain why the terminology introduced in Definition 1.3.1

is sensible. In Proposition 1.3.1 we show that the cointegrating space consists precisely

8



of those vectors whose inner products with the levels of X are stationary given suitable

initialization, consistent with the use of the term in prior literature. In Proposition 1.3.2 we

show that the random walk component Ψpξtq in the Beveridge-Nelson decomposition (1.13)

is confined to the attractor space. Deviations of our process from the attractor space may

therefore be attributed to the transitory component νt, making protracted large deviations

unlikely; in this sense it is attracted to the attractor space. The earliest use of the term

attractor in this context we could find is by Granger and Hallman (1991), who considered

both linear and nonlinear attractors. It is also used by Johansen (1995, pp. 41–42).

Proposition 1.3.1. Under Assumption 1.3.1, an element x PH belongs to the cointegrating

space if and only if, for some choice of the initial condition X0 PL2
H, the sequence of complex

valued random variables Xpxq � pxXt,xy, t¥ 0q is stationary. Moreover, a single choice of

the initial condition can make Xpxq stationary for all x in the cointegrating space.

Proof. Taking the inner product of both sides of (1.13) with x PH gives

xXt,xy � xX0�ν0,xy�xΨpξtq,xy�xνt,xy, t¥ 0. (1.14)

Suppose that x P kerΛ. Then xΨpξtq,xy � xξt,Ψ�pxqy � 0 by (1.11) and, employing the

initialization X0 � ν0, we obtain Xpxq � νpxq, where we denote νpxq � pxνt,xy, t ¥ 0q. We

know that νpxq is stationary because ν is stationary and x�,xy is linear, hence Borel

measurable. Thus Xpxq is stationary.

Suppose instead that x R kerΛ. Then x R kerΨ� by (1.11), and so xΛpxq,xy �

xΣΨ�pxq,Ψ�pxqy ¡ 0 due to the positive definiteness of Σ. Since Ψpξtq has covariance

operator tΨΣΨ�, it follows that E|xΨpξtq,xy|2 � txΛpxq,xy is increasing in t. Using (1.14)

and Minkowski’s inequality we can bound the square root of E|xΨpξtq,xy|2 by the quantity

pE|xXt,xy|
2q1{2�pE|xνt,xy|

2q1{2�pE|xX0�ν0,xy|
2q1{2, (1.15)

9



which is finite for any X0 P L2
H. Since νpxq is stationary, E|xνt,xy|2 cannot depend on t, and

so the fact that E|xΨpξtq,xy|2 increases with t implies that E|xXt,xy|
2 must also increase

with t. Thus Xpxq cannot be stationary.

Since the initialization X0 � ν0 used to make Xpxq stationary for x P kerΛ did not

depend on x, the final assertion of the Proposition is also proved.

Proposition 1.3.2. Under Assumption 1.3.1, the attractor space is the closure of the range

of Ψ.

Proof. Immediate from (1.11) and the strong rank-nullity theorem.

Remark 1.3.1. In their discussion of cointegration in a Hilbert space setting, Chang

et al. (2016b) assume that H can be written as the direct sum of two subspaces HN

and HS , such that pxXt,xy, t ¥ 0q is nonstationary for all x P HN and stationary for all

x PHS . Proposition 1.3.1 shows that this is always possible if we simply take HS � kerΛ

and HN � pkerΛqK and suitably initialize X. In addition, Proposition 1.3.2 ensures that

Assumption 2.1(b) of Chang et al. is always satisfied, since it implies that ranΨ�HN and

that, when HN is finite dimensional, ranΨ�HN .

1.3.4 Orders of integration

In time series analysis it is common to say that a series is integrated of order d or

Ipdq, frequently Ip0q or Ip1q. As discussed by Davidson (2009), the precise meaning of this

expression varies by author and context, and is not always explicitly given. Following the

approach of Johansen (1995, p. 35), we will say that a sequence in L2
H is Ip0q if it is a

standard linear process with nonzero long run covariance operator, and that a sequence in

L2
H is Ipdq with d� 1,2, . . . if its dth difference is Ip0q. Note that the difference of a standard

linear process is a standard linear process with long run covariance operator equal to zero.

10



In this paper we are primarily concerned with the case where X is Ip1q. Assumption

1.3.1 asserts that the first difference of X is a standard linear process, implying that X

is Ip1q if and only if Λ� 0. Moreover, Assumption 1.3.1 rules out the possibility that X

is Ipdq for any d ¥ 2, because if Λ � 0 then the dth difference of X is a standard linear

process with long run covariance equal to zero for every d¥ 0. In the degenerate case Λ� 0

it is not necessarily the case that X suitably initialized is Ip0q, because our assumptions

do not guarantee that X will itself have nonzero long run covariance operator. We may

nevertheless assert that X suitably initialized is stationary.

Proposition 1.3.3. Under Assumption 1.3.1, X is stationary for some choice of the initial

condition X0 P L2
H if and only if Λ� 0.

Proof. It follows from (1.11) that Λ � 0 if and only if Ψ � 0. If Ψ � 0 then we see from

(1.13) that X is stationary given the initialization X0 � ν0. If Ψ� 0 then we may choose

an x P H with x R kerΨ�. Taking the inner product of both sides of (1.13) with x and

arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1.3.1, we find that E|xXt,xy|
2 is increasing in t for

any choice of X0 P L2
H, ruling out stationarity of X.

1.4 A Hilbert space version of the Granger-Johansen

representation theorem

Fix p PN, and suppose that the sequence of random elements X�p�1,X�p�2, . . . PL2
H

satisfies the autoregressive law of motion

Xt �
p̧

j�1
ΦjpXt�jq� εt, t¥ 1, (1.16)

for some Φ1, . . . ,Φp P LH. Let idH denote the identity operator on H, and for z P C define

Φpzq � idH�zΦ1��� ��zpΦp. This operator valued function of a complex variable is called

11



an operator pencil (Markus, 2012), or matrix pencil when H � Cn. Let Φp1qpzq denote the

first complex derivative of Φpzq.

Under what conditions will a process satisfying the autoregressive law of motion

(1.16) be Ip1q? In the case H � Cn, this thorny matter is the subject of the Granger-

Johansen representation theorem. The result has a complicated history. A version of it

first appears in an unpublished working paper of Granger (1983). It appears in published

form without a proof in Granger (1986), and with a proof in Engle and Granger (1987).

That proof, however, turned out to be incorrect: a counterexample eventually provided

by Johansen (2008, p. 126) shows that Lemma 1 of Engle and Granger (1987), which is

also Theorem 1 of Granger (1983), is incorrect. The first correct proof of the Granger-

Johansen representation theorem was provided by Johansen (1991), who showed that the

first difference of a process satisfying (1.16) admits the moving average representation (1.9)

when (a) all solutions to detΦpzq � 0 are equal to one or are outside the unit circle, and

(b) Φpzq satisfies the following technical condition ruling out Ipdq solutions to (1.16) for

d¡ 1. We write det for the determinant of a square complex matrix.

Definition 1.4.1. The n�n complex matrices Φ1, . . . ,Φp are said to satisfy the Johansen

Ip1q condition if

det
�
α1KΦp1qp1qβK

	
� 0, (1.17)

where α and β are full rank n� r complex matrices satisfying Φp1q � αβ1, and αK and βK

are full rank n�pn� rq complex matrices such that α1αK � 0 and β1βK � 0.

The main result of our paper, Theorem 1.4.1 below, is an extension of the Granger-

Johansen representation theorem to a more general Hilbert space setting. To obtain this

extension we rely on a geometric reformulation of the Johansen Ip1q condition in which H

is asserted to be the direct sum of two closed linear subspaces depending on Φpzq.

Definition 1.4.2. Given closed linear subspaces V ,W � H, we say that H is the direct
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sum of V and W , and write H � V`W , if H � V�W and VXW � t0u.

When H admits a direct sum decomposition H�V`W , we may uniquely decompose

any element of H into the sum of an element of V and an element of W, and we may

uniquely define a map P : H ÑH by requiring that P pv�wq � v for v P V and w PW . It

can be shown (Conway, 1994, Thm. III.13.2) that P belongs to LH and satisfies P 2 � P ,

ranP � V and kerP �W. We will call P the oblique projection on V along W. Oblique

projections play a key role in the proof of Theorem 1.4.1.

The following simple lemma provides an equivalence between the invertibility of a

product of matrices and a direct sum condition. In it, we write kerA and ranA for the

null space and column space of an m�n complex matrix.

Lemma 1.4.1. Let A be a full rank m�n complex matrix and let B be an n�m complex

matrix, with m¤ n. Then AB is invertible if and only if Cn � kerA` ranB.

Proof. Suppose first that AB is invertible. Then we must have kerAX ranB � t0u, because

otherwise AB maps some nonzero vector in Cm to zero. As vector subspaces of Cn, kerA

and ranB also satisfy

dimpkerA� ranBq � dimkerA�dimranB�dimpkerAX ranBq (1.18)

� dimkerA�dimranB. (1.19)

Since AB is invertible we have dimranA � dimranB � m. The rank-nullity theorem

implies that dimkerA � n� dimranA � n�m. Thus, dimpkerA� ranBq � n. Since

kerA�ranB �Cn, it follows that kerA�ranB �Cn. We conclude that Cn � kerA`ranB.

Suppose next that Cn � kerA` ranB. Since kerAX ranB � t0u we see immediately

that the only vector mapped by AB to zero is zero, implying that AB is injective. To
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establish surjectivity of AB we note that

ABCm � AranB � ApkerA� ranBq � ACn � Cm, (1.20)

with the final equality following from the full rank condition on A.

Using Lemma 1.4.1 we obtain the following reformulation of the Johansen Ip1q

condition as a direct sum condition.

Proposition 1.4.1. The n� n complex matrices Φ1, . . . ,Φp satisfy the Johansen Ip1q

condition if and only if

Cn � ranΦp1q`Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q. (1.21)

When p� 1, this may equivalently be written as

Cn � ranΦp1q`kerΦp1q. (1.22)

Proof. We first show that (1.21) and (1.22) are equivalent when p � 1. In this case

Φpzq � idCn�zΦ1, and so (a) we have Φp1qp1q � �Φ1, and (b) kerΦp1q is the set of fixed

points of Φ1. It follows from (a) and (b) that Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q � kerΦp1q, which proves the

equivalence of (1.21) and (1.22).

We next show that (1.17) is equivalent to (1.21). Lemma 1.4.1 tells us that the

pn� rq� pn� rq complex matrix α1KΦp1qp1qβK is invertible if and only if Cn is the direct

sum of the kernel of α1K and the range of Φp1qp1qβK. Since the range of α is ranΦp1q we

must choose α1K to have kernel equal to ranΦp1q, and similarly, since the kernel of β1 is

kerΦp1q we must choose βK to have range equal to kerΦp1q. Thus α1KΦp1qp1qβK is invertible

if and only if Cn is the direct sum of ranΦp1q and Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q, and so (1.17) and (1.21)

are equivalent.

To illustrate our geometric reformulation of the Johansen Ip1q condition we revisit
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the three running examples used in Chapter 4 of Johansen (1995), which deals with the

Granger-Johansen representation theorem.

Example 1.4.1. Consider the first order autoregressive law of motion Xt � Φ1Xt�1� εt

with autoregressive coefficient matrix

Φ1 �

��� 1�α �α

0 1

��� . (1.23)

It is easy to check that Φ1 has eigenvalues 1 and 1�α. To ensure that these eigenvalues

are equal to one or inside the unit circle we set α P p�2,0q, excluding α� 0 to rule out the

uninteresting case where Φ1 is the identity. Observe that

Φp1q � idH�Φ1 �

��� �α α

0 0

��� . (1.24)

In Figure 1.4.1(a) we depict the subspaces ranΦp1q and kerΦp1q. Since Φp1q has real

elements, we display these as subspaces of R2, though of course they are in fact subspaces

of C2. We do the same in Examples 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 below. The range of Φp1q is the linear

span of the vector p1,0q, and the kernel of Φp1q is the linear span of the vector p1,1q. Clearly

C2 is the direct sum of these two subspaces, so the Johansen I(1) condition is satisfied.

Example 1.4.2. Consider the first order autoregressive law of motion Xt � Φ1Xt�1� εt

with autoregressive coefficient matrix

Φ1 �

��� 1 0

1 1

��� (1.25)

It is easy to check that 1 is the only eigenvalue of Φ1. In Figure 1.4.1(b) we depict the range

and kernel of the matrix Φp1q � idH�Φ1. There is not a whole lot to see, because the range
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and kernel both coincide with the vertical axis. We do not have C2 � ranΦp1q`kerΦp1q

and so the Johansen I(1) condition is violated. In fact, Johansen (1995, p. 47) notes that

this law generates I(2) processes.

Example 1.4.3. Consider the second order autoregressive law of motion Xt � Φ1Xt�1�

Φ2Xt�2� εt with autoregressive coefficient matrices

Φ1 �

��� 5
4 γ� 1

4

�1
4

5
4

��� , Φ2 �

��� 0 �γ

0 0

��� . (1.26)

If γ � 0 then we have a first order law of motion with the autoregressive operator having

eigenvalues 1 and 3{2. This case falls outside the scope of our analysis because there is an

eigenvalue outside the unit circle, so suppose that γ � 0. Consider the matrix pencil

Φpzq � idH�zΦ1� z
2Φ2 �

��� 1� 5
4z �pγ� 1

4qz�γz
2

1
4z 1� 5

4z

��� . (1.27)

It is straightforward to show that the set of points z P C at which Φpzq is noninvertible

consists of two or three isolated points: 1, and the one or two solutions to the quadratic

equation
1
4γz

2�
3
2z�1� 0. (1.28)

Suppose that these solutions are equal to one or outside the unit circle. From (1.27) we

obtain

Φp1q �

��� �1
4

1
4

1
4 �1

4

��� , Φp1qp1q �

��� �5
4 γ� 1

4
1
4 �5

4

��� . (1.29)

It is apparent that the subspace Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q depends on the parameter γ, whereas

ranΦp1q and kerΦp1q do not. Following Johansen we set γ � 9{4, and note that in this case

(1.28) has the unique solution z � 4{3, which is outside the unit circle as required. We depict
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(c) Example 1.4.3

Figure 1.4.1: Visual aid to Examples 1.4.1–1.4.3.

the three subspaces in Figure 1.4.1(c). It is apparent that ranΦp1q and Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q are

linearly independent subspaces whose direct sum is C2, and so the Johansen Ip1q condition

is satisfied. Note however that if we reduced γ from 9{4 to 2, this would have the effect in

Figure 1.4.1(c) of rotating the line Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q clockwise about the origin so that it

coincides with the line ranΦp1q, leading to a failure of the Johansen Ip1q condition.

In view of Proposition 1.4.1, the following extension of Definition 1.4.1 to a Hilbert

space setting is natural.

Definition 1.4.3. We say that Φ1, . . . ,Φp P LH satisfy the Johansen Ip1q condition if the

linear subspaces ranΦp1q and Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q are closed and if

H � ranΦp1q`Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q. (1.30)

We are now in a position to state and prove our version of the Granger-Johansen

representation theorem.

Theorem 1.4.1. Let Φ1, . . . ,Φp P LH, and for z P C define

Φpzq � idH�zΦ1��� �� z
pΦp. (1.31)
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Suppose there exists η¡ 0 such that either z� 1 or |z| ¥ 1�η whenever Φpzq is noninvertible.

Suppose further that Φ1, . . . ,Φp satisfy the Johansen Ip1q condition. If p¡ 1, suppose further

that Φ1, . . . ,Φp are compact. Let ε� pεt, t P Zq be an iid sequence in L2
H. Then, for suitably

chosen X�p�1, . . . ,X0 P L2
H depending on pεt : t¤ 0q, the sequence X � pXt : t¥ 0q in L2

H

generated for t¥ 1 by the autoregressive law of motion

Xt �
p̧

j�1
ΦjpXt�jq� εt (1.32)

satisfies

Xt �X0�ν0�Ψ
�

ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt (1.33)

for all t¥ 1, where Ψ is an operator in LH satisfying ranΨ� kerΦp1q, and ν � pνt, t P Zq

is a standard linear process in H.

Proof. We first deal with the case p� 1. By repeating the argument in the first paragraph

of the proof of Proposition 1.4.1 with H in place of Cn we find that the Johansen Ip1q

condition asserts the decomposition H � ranΦp1q ` kerΦp1q. We may therefore write

idH � P1�P2, where P1 is the oblique projection on kerΦp1q along ranΦp1q, and P2 is the

oblique projection on ranΦp1q along kerΦp1q. Note that P1Φp1q �Φp1qP1 � 0 and P2Φp1q �

Φp1qP2 � Φp1q. We may apply P1 to both sides of the equality ∆Xt ��Φp1qXt�1� εt to

obtain P1p∆Xtq � P1pεtq, whence

P1pXtq � P1pX0q�P1

�
ţ

s�1
εs

�
, t¥ 1. (1.34)

Further, we may apply P2 to both sides of the equality Xt � pidH�Φp1qqpXt�1q� εt to

obtain

P2pXtq � pidH�Φp1qqP2pXt�1q�P2pεtq, t¥ 1. (1.35)
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It is clear that the image of ranΦp1q under idH�Φp1q is contained in ranΦp1q. We may

therefore let Γ denote the restriction of idH�Φp1q to ranΦp1q, viewed as an operator in

LranΦp1q.

We will show that the spectral radius of Γ is less than one. A point z PC belongs to

the spectrum of Γ if and only if Φp1q�p1� zq idH is not invertible as a map from ranΦp1q

to ranΦp1q. We first show that z � 1 does not belong to the spectrum of Γ. Our direct

sum condition implies that H � ranΦp1q�kerΦp1q, so we have

Φp1qranΦp1q � Φp1qpranΦp1q�kerΦp1qq � Φp1qH � ranΦp1q. (1.36)

This shows that Φp1q is surjective as a map from ranΦp1q to ranΦp1q. Consequently, z � 1

belongs to the spectrum of Γ if and only if Φp1q is not injective as a map from ranΦp1q

to ranΦp1q. Injectivity fails if and only if there exists a nonzero x P ranΦp1q such that

Φp1qpxq � 0. But any such x must satisfy x P kerΦp1q, which is impossible because our

direct sum condition implies that ranΦp1qXkerΦp1q � t0u. Thus Φp1q is injective as a map

from ranΦp1q to ranΦp1q, and we conclude that z � 1 does not belong to the spectrum of

Γ.

We next show that Φpz�1q is noninvertible for any nonzero z in the spectrum of Γ.

Under our assumptions, noninvertibility of Φpz�1q implies that either z� 1 or |z| ¤ 1{p1�ηq.

We have shown already that z � 1 does not belong to the spectrum of Γ, so this will establish

that Γ has spectral radius less than one. Observe first that if z belongs to the spectrum of

Γ, then either Φp1q�p1�zq idH is not injective as a map from ranΦp1q to ranΦp1q, or it is

not surjective as a map from ranΦp1q to ranΦp1q. In the former case it is immediate that

Φp1q�p1� zq idH is not injective, hence not invertible. In the latter case we may use our
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direct sum condition to write

pΦp1q�p1� zq idHqH � pΦp1q�p1� zq idHqpranΦp1q�kerΦp1qq (1.37)

� pΦp1q�p1� zq idHqranΦp1q�kerΦp1q, (1.38)

using z � 1 to obtain the second equality. If Φp1q�p1� zq idH is not surjective as a map

from ranΦp1q to ranΦp1q then pΦp1q� p1� zq idHqranΦp1q is a strict subset of ranΦp1q.

Since H � ranΦp1q`kerΦp1q, it follows that pΦp1q�p1� zq idHqH is a strict subset of H,

and so Φp1q� p1� zq idH is not surjective, hence not invertible. We conclude that if z

belongs to the spectrum of Γ then Φp1q� p1� zq idH is not invertible. In the case p � 1

under present consideration, for z � 0 we have Φp1q�p1� zq idH � zΦpz�1q. Thus if z is a

nonzero element of the spectrum of Γ then Φpz�1q is noninvertible. This establishes that Γ

has spectral radius less than one.

Let ρpΓq   1 denote the spectral radius of Γ, and recall (Conway, 1994, Prop. VII.3.8)

the Gelfand spectral radius formula

ρpΓq � lim
kÑ8

}Γk}1{kLranΦp1q
. (1.39)

Fix a P pρpΓq,1q. It is apparent that there exists n P N such that for all k ¥ n we have

}Γk}LranΦp1q   ak. Consequently,
°8
k�0 }Γk}LranΦp1q  8. This summability condition allows

us to define the standard linear process

νt �
8̧

k�0
ΓkP2pεt�kq, t P Z, (1.40)

with the series convergent in L2
ranΦp1q and hence also in L2

H. If we now choose our initial

condition X0 to satisfy P2pX0q � ν0, then it follows from (1.35) that P2pXtq � νt for all
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t¥ 1. In view of (1.34) we therefore have

Xt � P1pXtq�P2pXtq � P1pX0q�P1

�
ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt, t¥ 1. (1.41)

Since P1pX0q �X0�ν0, this completes the proof for the case p� 1.

To deal with the case p¡ 1 we resort to the so-called companion form. Equip the

Cartesian product Hp with inner product

xpx1, . . . ,xpq,py1, . . . ,ypqyp � xx1,y1y� � � ��xxp,ypy (1.42)

to obtain a Hilbert space. Define the random elements X̃t, ε̃t P L
2
Hp and operator Φ̃ P LHp

by

X̃t �

���������

Xt

Xt�1
...

Xt�p�1

���������
, ε̃t �

���������

εt

0
...

0

���������
, Φ̃�

���������

Φ1 Φ2 � � � Φp�1 Φp

idH 0 � � � 0 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 � � � idH 0

���������
. (1.43)

We then have

X̃t � Φ̃pX̃t�1q� ε̃t, t¥ 1; (1.44)

see e.g. Johansen (1995, p. 15) or Bosq (2000, p. 128). For z P C define Φ̃pzq � idHp�zΦ̃.

Note for future reference that kerΦ̃p1q is the diagonal embedding of kerΦp1q in Hp; that is,

kerΦ̃p1q � tpx, . . . ,xq PHp : x P kerΦp1qu . (1.45)

Suppose (we will verify these two conditions shortly) that

noninvertibility of Φ̃pzq implies either z � 1 or |z| ¥ 1�η (1.46)
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and that

ranΦ̃p1q and kerΦ̃p1q are closed and Hp � ranΦ̃p1q`kerΦ̃p1q. (1.47)

Then our result proved for p� 1 implies that with a suitable choice of our initial condition

X̃0 we obtain

X̃t � X̃0� ν̃0� P̃1

�
ţ

s�1
ε̃s

�
� ν̃t, t¥ 1, (1.48)

where P̃1 is the oblique projection on kerΦ̃p1q along ranΦ̃p1q and pν̃t, t P Zq is a standard

linear process in Hp. Let Π : HpÑH denote the (continuous, linear) map Πpx1, . . . ,xpq � x1,

and note that its adjoint Π� : HÑHp is given by Π�pxq � px,0, . . . ,0q. Applying Π to both

sides of the law of motion (1.48), we obtain

Xt �X0�ν0�Ψ
�

ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt, t¥ 1, (1.49)

where we have defined Ψ�ΠP̃1Π� and νt �Πν̃t. This establishes our desired representation

for the case p¡ 1.

It remains only to verify that conditions (1.46) and (1.47) are satisfied. To verify

condition (1.46) we write

Φ̃pzq �

�������������

idH�zΦ1 �zΦ2 �zΦ3 � � � �zΦp

�z idH idH 0 � � � 0

0 �z idH idH � � � 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 0 � � � idH

�������������
�:

��� A B

C D

��� . (1.50)
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The operator D : Hp�1 ÑHp�1 is invertible, with inverse

D�1 �

���������

idH 0 � � � 0

z idH idH � � � 0
... ... ...

zp�2 idH zp�3 idH � � � idH

���������
. (1.51)

The Schur complement to D in the partition given in (1.50) is defined by the equality

D� � A�BD�1C. If D� is invertible then Φ̃pzq is invertible, with inverse given by the

well-known partitioned inverse formula. It is simple to verify that D� � Φpzq. Therefore,

if Φ̃pzq is noninvertible then Φpzq is noninvertible. We have assumed that noninvertibility

of Φpzq implies z � 1 or |z| ¥ 1�η, so this establishes that condition (1.46) is satisfied.

To verify condition (1.47) we must show that ranΦ̃p1q and kerΦ̃p1q are closed, that

ranΦ̃p1qXkerΦ̃p1q � t0u, and that Hp � ranΦ̃p1q�kerΦ̃p1q. We first show that ranΦ̃p1q

and kerΦ̃p1q are closed. Closedness of kerΦ̃p1q is immediate from the continuity of Φ̃p1q.

To show closedness of ranΦ̃p1q we write

Φ̃p1q �

���������

idH 0 � � � 0

� idH idH � � � 0
... ... ...

0 0 � � � idH

���������
�

���������

Φ1 Φ2 � � � Φp

0 0 � � � 0
... ... ...

0 0 � � � 0

���������
�: J �K. (1.52)

It is easy to see that kerJ � t0u, kerJ� � t0u and ranJ �Hp. Thus J is Fredholm. The

operator K inherits the property of compactness from Φ1, . . . ,Φp. The Fredholm property

is preserved by compact perturbation, so Φ̃p1q � J �K is Fredholm and thus has closed

range.

We next show that ranΦ̃p1qXkerΦ̃p1q � t0u. If y � py1, . . . ,ypq P ranΦ̃p1q then there
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exists x� px1, . . . ,xpq PHp such that

Φ̃p1qpxq �

���������

x1�
°p
j�1 Φjpxjq

x2�x1
...

xp�xp�1

���������
�

���������

y1

y2
...

yp

���������
. (1.53)

If also y P kerΦ̃p1q then, in view of (1.45), we have y1 � �� � � yp P kerΦp1q. Thus from

(1.53) we have xj � x1�pj�1qy1 for j � 2, . . . ,p, and hence

Φp1qpx1q � y1�
p̧

j�1
pj�1qΦjpy1q. (1.54)

Since y1 P kerΦp1q we may add either side of the equality 0��y1�
°p
j�1 Φjpy1q to either

side of equality (1.54) to obtain

Φp1qpx1q �
p̧

j�1
jΦjpy1q � �Φp1qp1qpy1q. (1.55)

This shows that Φp1qp1qpy1q P ranΦp1q. Since y1 P kerΦp1q, and the Johansen Ip1q condition

guarantees that ranΦp1qXΦp1qp1qkerΦp1q � t0u, it follows that y1 P kerΦp1qp1q. To complete

our demonstration that ranΦ̃p1qXkerΦ̃p1q � t0u, we thus need to show that kerΦp1qX

kerΦp1qp1q � t0u. For this we use the compactness property of Φ1, . . . ,Φp, which implies

that Φp1q has Fredholm index zero. This means that kerΦp1q and pranΦp1qqK have equal

and finite dimension. Since H� ranΦp1q`pranΦp1qqK and H� ranΦp1q`Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q,

we know that the dimensions of pranΦp1qqK and Φp1qkerΦp1q are equal (Kress, 1999, p.

62). Therefore, the dimensions of kerΦp1q and Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q are equal and finite. It

follows that there cannot exist a nonzero element common to both kerΦp1q and kerΦp1qp1q,

because if such an element did exist then we would have dimΦp1qp1qkerΦp1q   dimkerΦp1q.
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Thus kerΦp1qXkerΦp1qp1q � t0u and hence ranΦ̃p1qXkerΦ̃p1q � t0u as claimed.

It remains only to show that Hp � ranΦ̃p1q� kerΦ̃p1q. Pick arbitrary elements

x� px1,0, . . . ,0q PHp and y � p0,y2, . . . ,ypq PHp. It is enough to show that x P ranΦ̃p1q�

kerΦ̃p1q and y P ranΦ̃p1q�kerΦ̃p1q. Under our condition H � ranΦp1q`Φp1qp1qkerΦp1q

we can find v PH and w P kerΦp1q such that x1 � Φp1qpvq�Φp1qp1qpwq. Observe that

x�

���������

Φp1qpvq�Φp1qp1qpwq�w

�w

...

�w

���������
�

���������

w

w

...

w

���������
. (1.56)

In view of (1.45), the second vector on the right-hand side of (1.56) belongs to kerΦ̃p1q.

The first vector on the right-hand side of (1.56) belongs to ranΦ̃p1q, as can be seen by

verifying that

���������

Φp1qpvq�Φp1qp1qpwq�w

�w

...

�w

���������
�

���������

idH�Φ1 �Φ2 � � � �Φp

� idH idH � � � 0
... ... ...

0 0 � � � idH

���������

���������

v�w

v�2w
...

v�pw

���������
. (1.57)

Thus x P ranΦ̃p1q�kerΦ̃p1q. Observe next that

y �

���������

idH�Φ1 �Φ2 � � � �Φp

� idH idH � � � 0
... ... ...

0 0 � � � idH

���������

���������

0

y2
...°p

j�2 yj

���������
�

���������

°p
k�2

°k
j�2 Φkpyjq

0
...

0

���������
. (1.58)

This shows that y can be written as the sum of a vector in ranΦ̃p1q and a vector of
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the form x � px1,0, . . . ,0q P Hp. Vectors of the latter sort were already shown to belong

to ranΦ̃p1q� kerΦ̃p1q, so we have y P ranΦ̃p1q� kerΦ̃p1q, and may conclude that Hp �

ranΦ̃p1q�kerΦ̃p1q.

Remark 1.4.1. An earlier version of this paper by the first two authors contained a special

case of Theorem 1.4.1 allowing for only first order dynamics with a compact self-adjoint

autoregressive operator, proved by applying the spectral theorem. An anonymous referee,

to whom we are indebted, sketched out an alternative proof not involving the spectral

theorem that allowed the self-adjoint condition to be dropped. The geometric reformulation

of the Johansen I(1) condition for p� 1 was suggested by this referee and also appears in

an unpublished manuscript of the first and third authors (Beare and Seo, 2017), posted

on the arXiv repository in January 2017, while the current paper was under initial review.

Some of the material in that manuscript has been incorporated into our revision of this

paper. The proof of Theorem 1.4.1 given above extends the proof suggested by the referee

by relaxing either the compactness condition or the assumption of first order dynamics.

Remark 1.4.2. Our proof of Theorem 1.4.1 for p ¡ 1 hinges critically on the fact that

no compactness condition is imposed when p� 1. This is because the operator Φ̃ in the

companion form is always noncompact when p¡ 1 and H is infinite dimensional, even if

the operators Φ1, . . . ,Φp are compact. To see why, observe that the block representation

of Φ̃ in (1.43) contains p�1 identity operators. These identity operators are compact if

and only if H is finite dimensional (Kress, 1999, Thm. 2.19) and thus Φ̃ too is compact if

and only if H is finite dimensional. Therefore, in order to apply results proved for p� 1

to the companion form when H is infinite dimensional, those results should not require

compactness of Φ1. The lack of a compactness condition complicates our proof of Theorem

1.4.1 for p � 1 when we verify that Γ P LranΦp1q has spectral radius less than one. If Γ

were compact this would only require showing that the operator Γ� z idranΦp1q is injective

whenever |z| ¥ 1, since the nonzero elements of the spectrum of a compact operator are
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eigenvalues and may accumulate only at zero (Conway, 1994, Thm. VII.7.1). Without

compactness, verifying that Γ has spectral radius less than one requires additional work: we

must show that, for some η ¡ 0, the operator Γ�z idranΦp1q is both injective and surjective

whenever |z| ¡ 1{p1�ηq.

Remark 1.4.3. In our proof that the companion form satisfies ranΦ̃p1qXkerΦ̃p1q � t0u,

it becomes apparent that we require

kerΦp1qXkerΦp1qp1q � t0u. (1.59)

We show in our proof that (1.59) is implied by the Johansen Ip1q condition when Φ1, . . . ,Φp

are compact. If p � 1 then (1.59) is always true, since Φp1qp1q � Φp1q� idH. However if

p¡ 1 and we do not insist on compactness of Φ1, . . . ,Φp then (1.59) may be violated even

when the Johansen Ip1q condition is satisfied. As an example, let A P LH be a Fredholm

operator with index one. Let a1, . . . ,an PH be a basis for kerA, where n� dimkerA 8

and we assume n¥ 2. Let b1, . . . , bn�1 PH be a basis for pranAqK, which has dimension n�1

since A has index one. Let B P LH be the unique operator satisfying Bpaiq � bi for each

i� 1, . . . ,n�1, Bpanq � 0, and Bpxq � 0 for each x P pkerAqK. We now have kerAXkerB

equal to the linear span of an and B kerA� pranAqK, the latter condition implying that

H � ranA`B kerA. Finally, set p� 2 and let Φ1 � idH�2A�B and Φ2 � A�B. Then

Φp1q � A and Φp1qp1q �B, and we find that the Johansen Ip1q condition is satisfied while

(1.59) is violated. Examples such as these are excluded by requiring Φ1, . . . ,Φp to be

compact, because this forces Φp1q to be Fredholm with index zero.

Remark 1.4.4. For simplicity we have considered purely stochastic processes in Theorem

1.4.1. The inclusion of a deterministic component raises no significant difficulties not

already present in the finite dimensional case. Let pδt, t P Zq be a sequence in H bounded in

norm by some polynomial in t. Suppose we augment our law of motion with a deterministic
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component by replacing (1.32) with

Xt � δt�
p̧

j�1
ΦjpXt�jq� εt. (1.60)

Define

τ0 �
8̧

k�0
Ψ̃kpδ�kq, τt �Ψ

�
ţ

s�1
δs

�
�

8̧

k�0
Ψ̃kpδt�kq, t¥ 1, (1.61)

where the operators Ψ̃k PLH are the coefficients associated with the standard linear process

νt �
°8
k�0 Ψ̃kpεt�kq. These coefficients decay exponentially in norm, so the polynomial

bound on the norm of the deterministic component ensures that the two series in (1.61)

converge in H. A simple modification to the proof of Theorem 1.4.1 in which εt is replaced

by δt�εt shows that the counterpart to (1.33) when our law of motion is given by (1.60) is

Xt �X0�ν0� τ0�Ψ
�

ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt� τt. (1.62)

In the special case where the deterministic component is constant, so that δt � δ for all

t P Z, we may rewrite (1.62) as

Xt �X0�ν0�Ψ
�

ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt� tΨpδq. (1.63)
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Chapter 2

Representation of I(1) and I(2)

autoregressive processes in Hilbert

space

Abstract. We extend the Granger-Johansen representation theorems for I(1) and

I(2) vector autoregressive processes to accommodate processes that take values in an

arbitrary complex separable Hilbert space. This more general setting is of central relevance

for statistical applications involving functional time series. We first obtain a range of

necessary and sufficient conditions for a pole in the inverse of a holomorphic index-zero

Fredholm operator pencil to be of first or second order. Those conditions form the basis

for our development of I(1) and I(2) representations of autoregressive Hilbertian processes.

Cointegrating and attractor subspaces are characterized in terms of the behavior of the

autoregressive operator pencil in a neighborhood of one.
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2.1 Introduction

Results on the existence and representation of integrated solutions to vector au-

toregressive laws of motion are among the most important and subtle contributions of

econometricians to time series analysis, yet also among the most widely misunderstood.

The best known such result is the so-called Granger representation theorem, which first

appeared in an unpublished UC San Diego working paper of Granger (1983). In this

paper, Granger, having recently introduced the concept of cointegration (Granger, 1981)

sought to connect statistical models of time series based on linear process representations

to regression based models more commonly employed in econometrics. The main result of

Granger (1983) first emerged in published form in Granger (1986) without proof, but more

prominently in the widely cited Econometrica article by Engle and Granger (1987), where

it is labeled the “Granger representation theorem”, with the exclusion of the first author

presumably due to the paper having resulted from the merger of previous independent

contributions.

The proof of the Granger representation theorem in Engle and Granger (1987)

is incorrect. Moreover, the error can be traced back to the original working paper of

Granger (1983). A counterexample to Lemma A1 of Engle and Granger (1987), which

is also Theorem 1 of Granger (1983), may be found buried in a footnote of Johansen

(2008). Johansen was familiar with Granger’s work on representation theory at an early

stage, visiting UC San Diego and authoring a closely related Johns Hopkins working

paper in 1985 that was eventually published as Johansen (1988). At around the same

time the doctoral thesis of Yoo (1987) at UC San Diego established the connection to

Smith-McMillan forms. Johansen (1991) provided what appears to be the first correct

statement and proof of a modified version of the Granger representation theorem, which we

will call the Granger-Johansen representation theorem. This contribution did not merely

correct a technical error of Granger; it reoriented attention toward a central issue: when
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does a given vector autoregressive law of motion admit an I(1) solution? The answer to

this question is given by the Johansen I(1) condition, which is a necessary and sufficient

condition on the autoregressive polynomial and its first derivative at one for a vector

autoregressive law of motion to admit an I(1) solution.

A relatively unknown paper of Schumacher (1991)—the only published citations we

are aware of are Kuijper and Schumacher (1992), Bonner (1995) and Al-Sadoon (2018)—

contains a striking observation on the Johansen I(1) condition: it corresponds to a necessary

and sufficient condition for the inverse of a holomorphic matrix pencil to have a simple pole

at a given point in the complex plane. Various authors later rediscovered and exploited

this insight. In particular, Faliva and Zoia (2002, 2010, 2011) have used it to provide

a systematic reworking of Granger-Johansen representation theory through the lens of

analytic function theory. A nice aspect of this approach is that it extends naturally to the

development of Ipdq representation theory with integral d¥ 2: just as the Johansen I(1)

condition can be reformulated as a necessary and sufficient condition for a simple pole,

analogous Ipdq conditions can be reformulated as necessary and sufficient conditions for

poles of order d. Franchi and Paruolo (2017) have recently taken precisely this approach to

develop a general Ipdq representation theory.

In this paper we extend the Granger-Johansen representation theorems for I(1)

and I(2) vector autoregressive processes to accommodate processes that take values in an

arbitrary complex separable Hilbert space. This more general setting is of central relevance

for statistical applications involving functional time series (Hörmann and Kokoszka, 2012),

and was first studied in the I(1) case by Chang et al. (2016b). Our results build on

those we obtained in an earlier paper with J. Seo (Beare et al., 2017) establishing a

representation theorem for the I(1) case. While our results there did not make explicit

use of analytic function theory, here we proceed in the spirit of Faliva and Zoia and

commence by obtaining a suitable extension of the analytic function theory underlying the
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Granger-Johansen representation theorem to a Hilbert space setting. Specifically, we obtain

necessary and sufficient conditions for a pole in the inverse of a holomorphic index-zero

Fredholm operator pencil to be of order one or two, and formulas for the coefficients in the

principal part of its Laurent series. We then apply these results to obtain necessary and

sufficient conditions for the existence of I(1) or I(2) solutions to a given autoregressive law

of motion in a complex separable Hilbert space, and a characterization of such solutions.

Our paper supersedes an earlier manuscript posted on the arXiv.org preprint reposi-

tory in January 2017 (Beare and Seo, 2017) that dealt only with the I(1) case. During its

preparation several working papers have emerged that deliver related results. In particular,

? study I(d) solutions to autoregressive laws of motion in complex separable Hilbert space,

for integral d¥ 1. Their necessary and sufficient condition for an I(dq solution involves an

orthogonal direct sum decomposition of the Hilbert space into d closed subspaces. This

contrasts with the direct sum conditions given by Beare et al. (2017) for the I(1) case,

and here for the I(1) and I(2) cases, which involve nonorthogonal direct sums. We also

provide a range of alternative formulations of our necessary and sufficient conditions, some

of which may be easier to verify than others. Also relevant is recent work by Hu and Park

(2016), who established an equivalent reformulation of the I(d) condition for first-order

autoregressive Hilbertian processes: the restriction of the autoregressive operator to the

orthogonal complement of the cointegrating space differs from the identity by an operator

nilpotent of degree d. Finally, Chang et al. (2016a) have developed I(1) representation the-

ory for autoregressive Hilbertian processes under the assumption that the impact operator

in the error correction representation is compact. Under this condition the dimension of

the cointegrating space must be finite, which contrasts with the setting of this paper and

the others cited in this paragraph, where the codimension of the cointegrating space must

be finite; see Remark 2.4.2 below.

We structure the remainder of the paper as follows. Section 2.2 sets the scene with
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notation, definitions and some essential mathematics. Section 2.3 contains our results

providing necessary and sufficient conditions for poles of order one or two in the inverse of

a holomorphic index-zero Fredholm operator pencil. Section 2.4 presents our extension of

the Granger-Johansen I(1) and I(2) representation theorems to a Hilbert space context.

2.2 Preliminaries

2.2.1 Notation

Let H denote a complex Hilbert space with inner product x�,�y and norm } � }. At

times we will require H to be separable. Given a set G�H, let GK denote the orthogonal

complement to G, and let clG denote the closure of G. Let LH denote the Banach space

of continuous linear operators from H to H with operator norm }A}LH
� sup}x}¤1 }Apxq}.

Let A� P LH denote the adjoint of an operator A P LH . Let idH P LH denote the identity

map on H. Given a closed linear subspace V � H, let PV P LH denote the orthogonal

projection on V , and let AæV denote the restriction of an operator A P LH to V . Given

subsets V and W of H, we write V �W for the set of all v�w such that v P V and w PW .

When V and W are linear subspaces of H with V XW � t0u, we may instead write V `W

for their sum, and call it a direct sum. If in addition V and W are orthogonal, we may

write their direct sum as V kW , and call it an orthogonal direct sum.
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2.2.2 Four fundamental subspaces

Given an operator A P LH , we define four linear subspaces of H as follows:

kerA� tx PH : Apxq � 0u, (2.1)

cokerA� tx PH : A�pxq � 0u, (2.2)

ranA� tApxq : x PHu, (2.3)

coranA� tA�pxq : x PHu. (2.4)

These four fundamental subspaces are called, respectively, the kernel, cokernel, range and

corange of A. They are related to one another in the following way (see e.g. Conway, 1994,

pp. 35–36):

kerA� pcoranAqK, cokerA� pranAqK, (2.5)

cl ranA� pcokerAqK, clcoranA� pkerAqK. (2.6)

We shall apply these four relations routinely without comment. The closure operations are

redundant for our purposes, due to our imposition of a Fredholm condition, discussed next.

2.2.3 Fredholm operators

An operator A P LH is said to be a Fredholm operator if kerA and cokerA are finite

dimensional. The index of a Fredholm operator A is the integer

indA� dimkerA�dimcokerA, (2.7)

where dim indicates dimension. Fredholm operators necessarily have closed range and

corange. An index-zero Fredholm operator A satisfies what is known as the Fredholm
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alternative: either A is invertible, or dimkerA ¡ 0. It can be shown that if K P LH is

compact, then idH�K is Fredholm of index zero. See Conway (1994, ch. XI) or Gohberg

et al. (2013, ch. XI) for more on Fredholm operators.

2.2.4 Moore-Penrose inverse operators

If an operator A PLH has closed range, then there exists a unique operator A: PLH

satisfying the so-called Moore-Penrose equations

AA:A� A, A:AA: � A:, pAA:q� � AA:, pA:Aq� � A:A. (2.8)

We call A: the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. Equivalently, A: is given by the unique solution

to the equations

AA: � PranA, A:A� PcoranA, A:AA: � A:. (2.9)

See Ben-Israel and Greville (2003, ch. 9) for more on Moore-Penrose inverses.

2.2.5 Operator pencils

An operator pencil is a map A : U Ñ LH , where U is some open connected subset

of C. We say that an operator pencil A is holomorphic on an open connected set D � U if,

for each z0 PD, the limit

Ap1qpz0q :� lim
zÑz0

Apzq�Apz0q

z� z0
(2.10)

exists in the norm of LH . It can be shown (Gohberg et al., 2013, pp. 7–8) that holomorphicity

on D in fact implies analyticity on D, meaning that, for every z0 PD, we may represent A
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on D in terms of a power series

Apzq �
8̧

k�0
pz� z0q

kAk, z PD, (2.11)

where A0,A1, . . . is a sequence in LH not depending on z.

The set of points z P U at which the operator Apzq is noninvertible is called the

spectrum of A, and denoted σpAq. The spectrum is always a closed set, and if A is

holomorphic on U , then Apzq�1 depends holomorphically on z P UzσpAq (Markus, 2012,

p. 56). A lot more can be said about σpAq and the behavior of Apzq�1 if we assume that

Apzq is a Fredholm operator for every z P U . In this case we have the following result, a

proof of which may be found in Gohberg et al. (2013, pp. 203–204). It is a crucial input to

our main results.

Analytic Fredholm Theorem. Let A : U Ñ LH be a holomorphic Fredholm operator

pencil, and assume that Apzq is invertible for some z P U . Then σpAq is at most countable

and has no accumulation point in U . Furthermore, for z0 P σpAq and z PUzσpAq sufficiently

close to z0, we have

Apzq�1 �
8̧

k��m

pz� z0q
kNk, (2.12)

where m P N and N�m,N�m�1, . . . is a sequence in LH not depending on z. The operator

N0 is Fredholm of index zero and the operators N�m, . . . ,N�1 are of finite rank.

The analytic Fredholm theorem tells us that Apzq�1 is holomorphic except at a

discrete set of points, which are poles. The technical term for this property of Apzq�1

is meromorphicity. In the Laurent series given in (2.12), if we assume without loss of

generality that N�m � 0, then the integer m is the order of the pole of Apzq�1 at z0. A

pole of order one is said to be simple, and in this case the corresponding residue is N�m.

For further reading on operator pencils we suggest Gohberg et al. (2013) and Markus

(2012).
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2.2.6 Random elements of Hilbert space

In this subsection we require H to be separable. The concepts and notation

introduced will not be used until Section 2.4.

Let pΩ,F ,P q be a probability space. A random element of H is a Borel measurable

map Z : Ω Ñ H. Noting that }Z} is a real valued random variable, we say that Z is

integrable if E}Z}   8, and in this case there exists a unique element of H, denoted EZ,

such that ExZ,xy � xEZ,xy for all x PH. We call EZ the expected value of Z.

Let L2
H denote the Banach space of random elements Z of H (identifying random

elements that are equal with probability one) that satisfy E}Z}2  8 and EZ � 0, equipped

with the norm }Z}L2
H
� pE}Z}2q1{2. For each Z P L2

H it can be shown that Zxx,Zy is

integrable for all x PH. The operator CZ P LH given by

CZpxq � EpZxx,Zyq, x PH, (2.13)

is called the covariance operator of Z. It is guaranteed to be positive semidefinite, compact

and self-adjoint.

The monograph of Bosq (2000) provides a detailed treatment of time series taking

values in a real Hilbert or Banach space. A complex Hilbert space setting was studied more

recently by Cerovecki and Hörmann (2017).

2.3 Poles of holomorphic index-zero Fredholm opera-

tor pencil inverses

Schumacher (1991), Faliva and Zoia (2002, 2010, 2011) and Franchi and Paruolo

(2017) have observed that representation theorems for I(1), I(2) and higher order I(d)

processes in finite dimensional Euclidean space arise from more fundamental results in
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complex analysis characterizing the poles of holomorphic matrix pencil inverses. In this

section we provide extensions of such results to holomorphic index-zero Fredholm operator

pencil inverses. They are applied in Section 2.4 to obtain representation theorems for I(1)

and I(2) autoregressive Hilbertian processes. Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 deal with first and

second order poles respectively. Examples are discussed in Section 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Simple poles

The following result provides necessary and sufficient conditions for a pole in the

inverse of a holomorphic index-zero Fredholm operator pencil to be simple, and a formula

for its residue. Some remarks follow the proof.

Theorem 2.3.1. For an open connected set U � C, let A : U Ñ LH be a holomorphic

index-zero Fredholm operator pencil. Suppose that Apzq is not invertible at z � z0 P U but

is invertible at some other point in U . Then the following four conditions are equivalent.

p1q Apzq�1 has a simple pole at z � z0.

p2q The map B1 : kerApz0q Ñ cokerApz0q given by

B1pxq � PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qpxq, x P kerApz0q, (2.14)

is bijective.

p3q H � ranApz0q`Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q.

p4q H � ranApz0q�Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q.

Under any of these conditions, the residue of Apzq�1 at z � z0 is the operator

H Q x ÞÑB�1
1 PcokerApz0qpxq PH. (2.15)
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Proof. It is obvious that p3q ñ p4q, so to establish the equivalence of the four conditions,

we will show that p4q ñ p1q ñ p2q ñ p3q. The analytic Fredholm theorem implies that

Apzq�1 is holomorphic on a punctured neighborhood D � U of z0 with a pole at z0, and

for z PD admits the Laurent series

Apzq�1 �
8̧

k��m

Nkpz� z0q
k, (2.16)

where m P N is the order of the pole at z0, and Nk P LH for k ¥�m, with N�m � 0. The

operator pencil A is holomorphic on DYtz0u and thus for z PD admits the Taylor series

Apzq �
8̧

k�0

1
k!A

pkqpz0qpz� z0q
k. (2.17)

Combining (2.16) and (2.17) we obtain, for z PD,

idH �

�
8̧

k��m

Nkpz� z0q
k

��
8̧

k�0

1
k!A

pkqpz0qpz� z0q
k

�
(2.18)

�
8̧

k��m

�
m�ķ

j�0

1
j!Nk�jA

pjqpz0q

�
pz� z0q

k. (2.19)

Suppose that condition (1) is false, meaning that m¡ 1. Then the coefficients of

pz� z0q�m and pz� z0q�m�1 in the expansion of the identity in (2.19) must be zero. That

is,

N�mApz0q � 0 (2.20)

and

N�m�1Apz0q�N�mA
p1qpz0q � 0. (2.21)

Equation (2.20) implies that N�m ranApz0q � t0u, while equation (2.21) implies that

N�mA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q � t0u. If the condition (4) were valid, we could conclude that
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N�m � 0; however, this is impossible since N�m is the leading coefficient in the Laurent

series (2.16), which is nonzero by construction. Thus if condition (4) is true then condition

(1) must also be true: p4q ñ p1q.

We next show that p1q ñ p2q. Suppose that (1) is true, meaning that m� 1. The

coefficients of pz� z0q�1 and pz� z0q0 in the expansion of the identity in (2.19) must be

equal to 0 and idH respectively. Since m� 1, this means that

N�1Apz0q � 0 (2.22)

and

N0Apz0q�N�1A
p1qpz0q � idH . (2.23)

It is apparent from (2.23) that N�1Ap1qpz0qækerApz0q � idHækerApz0q. Consequently, applying

the projection decomposition idH � PranApz0q�PcokerApz0q, we find that

idHækerApz0q �N�1PranApz0qA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q�N�1PcokerApz0qA

p1qpz0qækerApz0q. (2.24)

Equation (2.22) implies that N�1PranApz0q � 0. Equation (2.24) thus reduces to

idHækerApz0q �N�1PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q. (2.25)

This shows that N�1 is the left-inverse of PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q, implying that

PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q is injective. If we reduce the codomain of this injection to

its range, the resulting bijection is the map B1, provided that

PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q � cokerApz0q. (2.26)

To see why (2.26) is true, observe that PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q is an isomorphism
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between the vector spaces kerApz0q and PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q. Isomorphic vector

spaces have the same dimension, so

dimPcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q � dimkerApz0q. (2.27)

Since Apz0q is Fredholm of index zero, dimkerApz0q � dimcokerApz0q   8. Thus we see

that the vector spaces PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q and cokerApz0q have the same finite

dimension. The former vector space is a subset of the latter, so equality (2.26) holds. Thus

we have shown that p1q ñ p2q.

We next show that p2q ñ p3q. This amounts to showing that p2q ñ p4q and that (2)

implies

ranApz0qXA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q � t0u. (2.28)

Condition (2) implies that PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q � cokerApz0q. Since cokerApz0q is

the orthogonal complement of ranApz0q, we therefore have

H � ranApz0q�PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q. (2.29)

The fact that PcokerApz0q is an orthogonal projection on the orthogonal complement to

ranApz0q means that every element of PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qkerApz0q can be written as the

sum of an element of Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q and an element of ranApz0q. Thus every element of

H can be written as the sum of an element of ranApz0q and an element of Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q,

and it is proved that p2q ñ p4q. To establish that condition (2) also implies (2.28) we

observe that any element x P ranApz0qXAp1qpz0qkerApz0q may be written as x�Ap1qpz0qpyq

for some y P kerApz0q. Projecting both sides of this equality on cokerApz0q gives 0 �

PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qpyq. The bijectivity of B1 asserted by condition (2) thus requires us to

have y � 0, implying that x� 0. Thus (2.28) is proved under condition (2), and we have
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shown that p2q ñ p3q.

Remark 2.3.1. The closest results we have found to Theorem 2.3.1 in prior literature are

those of Steinberg (1968) and Howland (1971). These authors worked in a more general

Banach space setting, but also required that Apzq � idH�Kpzq for some compact operator

pencil Kpzq, which is more restrictive than requiring Apzq to be Fredholm of index zero.

? established sufficient conditions for a simple pole, and Howland (1971) established the

equivalence of conditions (1) and (3).

Remark 2.3.2. Our requirement that the Fredholm operator Apzq be of index zero cannot

be dispensed with, at least not for z � z0, without making it impossible to satisfy condition

(2). This is because bijectivity of B1 requires its domain and codomain to have the same

dimension. However, our proof that condition (4) implies condition (1) does not use the

index-zero property.

In the special case where our operator pencil is not merely holomorphic and Fredholm

of index zero but is in fact of the form Apzq � idH�zK with K P LH compact, conditions

(3) and (4) of Theorem 2.3.1 take on a particularly simple form, and another related

equivalent condition becomes available. Moreover, the direct sum decomposition asserted

by condition (3) serves to define an oblique projection that is a scalar multiple of the

residue of our simple pole. The following corollary to Theorem 2.3.1 provides details.

Corollary 2.3.1. Let K P LH be compact, and consider the operator pencil Apzq �

idH�zK, z P C. If Apzq is not invertible at z � z0 P C then the following four condi-

tions are equivalent.

p1q Apzq�1 has a simple pole at z � z0.

p2q H � ranApz0q`kerApz0q.

p3q H � ranApz0q�kerApz0q.
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p4q t0u � ranApz0qXkerApz0q.

Under any of these conditions, the residue of Apzq�1 at z � z0 is the projection on kerApz0q

along ranApz0q, scaled by �z0.

Proof. Since Ap1qpz0q ��K and Kpxq � z�1
0 x for all x P kerApz0q (note that noninvertibility

of Apz0q implies z0 � 0), we must have Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q � kerApz0q. The equivalence of

conditions (1), (2) and (3) therefore follows from Theorem 2.3.1.

Obviously p2q ñ p4q. We will show that p4q ñ p1q by showing that (4) implies

condition (2) of Theorem 2.3.1, which was established there to be necessary and sufficient

for a simple pole. The operator B1 given in the statement of Theorem 2.3.1 reduces in the

case Apzq � idH�zK to the map

kerApz0q Q x ÞÑ �z�1
0 PcokerApz0qpxq P cokerApz0q. (2.30)

We thus see immediately that kerB1 � ranApz0qXkerApz0q. Therefore, if condition (4)

is satisfied then B1 is an injective map from kerApz0q to cokerApz0q. These two spaces

are of equal and finite dimension due to the fact that Apz0q is Fredholm of index zero, so

injectivity implies bijectivity. Thus Theorem 2.3.1 implies that p4q ñ p1q. We conclude

that the four conditions of Corollary 2.3.1 are equivalent.

It remains to show that the operator defined in (2.15) corresponds to projection on

kerApz0q along ranApz0q scaled by �z0. Figure 2.3.1 provides a visual aid to the arguments

that follow. In view of (2.30), the inverse operator B�1
1 sends an element x P cokerApz0q

to the point in kerApz0q whose orthogonal projection on cokerApz0q is �z0x, which is

uniquely defined due to the bijectivity of B1 just established. The action of the residue

given in (2.15) upon any element x PH can therefore be decomposed as follows: we first

orthogonally project x upon cokerApz0q, obtaining y � PcokerApz0qpxq; then we map y to

the unique point in kerApz0q whose orthogonal projection on cokerApz0q is y; and finally
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Figure 2.3.1: Visual aid to the proof of Corollary 2.3.1, with z0 � 1.

we scale by �z0. This is equivalent to projecting x on kerApz0q along the orthogonal

complement to cokerApz0q, and then scaling by �z0. This proves our claim about the

residue of Apzq�1 at z � z0.

Remark 2.3.3. The oblique projection appearing in Corollary 2.3.1 is in fact the Riesz

projection for the eigenvalue σ � z�1
0 of K. Said Riesz projection is defined (Gohberg et al.,

2013, p. 9; Markus, 2012, pp. 11–12) by the contour integral

PK,σ �
1

2πi

¾
Γ

pz idH�Kq�1dz, (2.31)

where Γ is a positively oriented smooth Jordan curve around σ separating it from zero and

from any other eigenvalues of K, and where the integral of an LH -valued function should

be understood in the sense of Bochner. Let γ : r0,1s Ñ C be a smooth parametrization of
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Γ, and rewrite (2.31) as

PK,σ �
1

2πi

» 1

0
pγptq idH�Kq�1γ1ptqdt. (2.32)

The image of Γ under the reciprocal transform z ÞÑ z�1, which we denote Γ1, is a positively

oriented smooth Jordan curve around z0 separating it from any other poles of Apzq�1 and

from zero. It admits the parametrization t ÞÑ 1{γptq �: δptq. A little calculus shows that

γ1ptq � �δ1ptq{δptq2, and so from (2.32) we have

PK,σ �
�1
2πi

» 1

0
δptq�1pidH�δptqKq�1δ1ptqdt� �1

2πi

¾
Γ1

z�1Apzq�1dz. (2.33)

The residue theorem therefore tells us that PK,σ is the negative of the residue of z�1Apzq�1

at z � z0, implying that the residue of Apzq�1 at z � z0 is �z0PK,σ. It now follows

from Corollary 2.3.1 that when the direct sum decomposition H � ranApz0q`kerApz0q is

satisfied, the Riesz projection PK,σ is the projection on kerApz0q along ranApz0q.

2.3.2 Second order poles

In this section we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a pole in the inverse

of a holomorphic index-zero Fredholm operator pencil Apzq to be of second order, and

formulas for the leading two coefficients in the corresponding Laurent series.

From the definition of the operator B1 given in the statement of Theorem 2.3.1, it

is apparent that we may always write

ranApz0q�A
p1qpz0qkerApz0q � ranApz0qk ranB1. (2.34)
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Further, since cokerApz0q is the orthogonal complement to ranApz0q, we may always write

H � ranApz0qk cokerApz0q. (2.35)

Noting that cokerB1 is the orthogonal complement to ranB1 in cokerApz0q, and using

(2.34), we may rewrite (2.35) as

H � ranApz0qk ranB1k cokerB1

�
�

ranApz0q�A
p1qpz0qkerApz0q

	
k cokerB1. (2.36)

Define the operator

V �
1
2A

p2qpz0q�A
p1qpz0qApz0q

:Ap1qpz0q.

It will be established in Theorem 2.3.2 that a second order pole is obtained when we have

the direct sum decomposition

H �
�

ranApz0q�A
p1qpz0qkerApz0q

	
`V kerB1. (2.37)

Comparing (2.36) and (2.37), we see that for the latter to be satisfied we need V to

map kerB1 to a linear subspace of the same dimension that has intersection t0u with

ranApz0q�Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q.

Theorem 2.3.2. For an open connected set U � C, let A : U Ñ LH be a holomorphic

index-zero Fredholm operator pencil. Suppose that Apzq is not invertible at z � z0 P U but

is invertible at some other point in U . Suppose further that Apzq�1 does not have a simple

pole at z � z0. Then the following four conditions are equivalent.

p1q Apzq�1 has a pole of second order at z � z0.
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p2q The map B2 : kerB1 Ñ cokerB1 given by

B2pxq � PcokerB1V pxq, x P kerB1, (2.38)

is bijective.

p3q H �
�

ranApz0q�Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q
	
`V kerB1.

p4q H � ranApz0q�Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q�V kerB1.

Under any of these conditions, the coefficient of pz�z0q�2 in the Laurent series of Apzq�1

around z � z0 is the operator N�2 P LH given by

N�2pxq �B�1
2 PcokerB1pxq, x PH, (2.39)

and the coefficient of pz� z0q�1 in the Laurent series of Apzq�1 around z � z0 has the

representation

N�1 �N�1PranApz0q�N�1PranB1 �N�1PcokerB1 ,

where

N�1PranApz0q ��N�2A
p1qpz0qApz0q

:, (2.40)

N�1PranB1 � pidH�N�2V qB
:
1PcokerApz0q, (2.41)

N�1PcokerB1 �N�2
�
Ap1qpz0qApz0q

:V �V Apz0q
:Ap1qpz0q� rV �N�2 (2.42)

�
�
Apz0q

:Ap1qpz0q�pidH�N�2V qB
:
1PcokerApz0qV

�
N�2.
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Here, rV is given by

rV �
1
6A

p3qpz0q�A
p1qpz0qApz0q

:Ap1qpz0qApz0q
:Ap1qpz0q.

Proof. It is obvious that p3q ñ p4q, so to establish the equivalence of the four conditions,

we will show that p4q ñ p1q ñ p2q ñ p3q. Throughout the proof we write J for kerB1 and

K for cokerB1 to conserve space.

To show p4q ñ p1q, suppose that (1) is false, so that we do not have a second order

pole. We will show that in this case (4) must also be false. Applying the analytic Fredholm

theorem in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.3.1, we may expand the identities

idH � Apzq�1Apzq and idH � ApzqApzq�1 to obtain

idH �
8̧

k��m

�
m�ķ

j�0

1
j!Nk�jA

pjqpz0q

�
pz� z0q

k (2.43)

�
8̧

k��m

�
m�ķ

j�0

1
j!A

pjqpz0qNk�j

�
pz� z0q

k (2.44)

for z in a punctured neighborhood D � U of z0, similar to (2.19). Here, m P N is the order

of the pole of Apzq�1 at z � z0, and N�m � 0. A simple pole is ruled out by assumption,

while a second order pole is ruled out since we are maintaining that (1) is not satisfied.

Therefore we must have m ¡ 2. From the coefficients of pz� z0q�m, pz� z0q�m�1 and

pz� z0q�m�2 in (2.43) and (2.44), we know that

0�N�mApz0q � Apz0qN�m, (2.45)

0�N�m�1Apz0q�N�mA
p1qpz0q � Apz0qN�m�1�A

p1qpz0qN�m, (2.46)

0�N�m�2Apz0q�N�m�1A
p1qpz0q�

1
2N�mA

p2qpz0q. (2.47)
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In view of (2.45), it is clear that N�m ranApz0q � t0u, and consequently

N�m �N�mPcokerApz0q. (2.48)

From (2.48) and the first equality in (2.46) we obtain

0�N�mA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q �N�mPcokerApz0qA

p1qpz0qækerApz0q �N�mB1. (2.49)

Next, restricting both sides of (2.47) to J , we obtain

0�N�m�1A
p1qpz0qæJ �

1
2N�mA

p2qpz0qæJ . (2.50)

Moreover, (2.46) implies that,

N�m�1Apz0q � �N�mA
p1qpz0q and Apz0qN�m�1 ��Ap1qpz0qN�m. (2.51)

Using the properties AA: � PranA and A:A � PcoranA of the Moore-Penrose inverse, we

obtain

N�m�1PranApz0q ��N�mA
p1qpz0qApz0q

: (2.52)

from the first equation of (2.51), and

PcoranApz0qN�m�1 ��Apz0q
:Ap1qpz0qN�m (2.53)

from the second. Recalling (2.48), we deduce from (2.53) that

PcoranApz0qN�m�1PcokerApz0q ��Apz0q
:Ap1qpz0qN�m. (2.54)
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Using (2.54) we obtain

N�m�1PcokerApz0q � PcoranApz0qN�m�1PcokerApz0q�PkerApz0qN�m�1PcokerApz0q

��Apz0q
:Ap1qpz0qN�m�RPcokerApz0q, (2.55)

where we define R � PkerApz0qN�m�1. Summing (2.52) and (2.55) gives

N�m�1 ��N�mA
p1qpz0qApz0q

:�Apz0q
:Ap1qpz0qN�m�RPcokerApz0q. (2.56)

Equations (2.50) and (2.56) together imply that

0��N�mA
p1qpz0qApz0q

:Ap1qpz0qæJ �Apz0q
:Ap1qpz0qN�mA

p1qpz0qæJ

�RPcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qæJ �

1
2N�mA

p2qpz0qæJ . (2.57)

In view of the definition of B1, we know that PcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qæJ � 0. Thus the third term

on the right-hand side of (2.57) is zero. Moreover, recalling (2.48) we haveN�mA
p1qpz0qæJ �

N�mPcokerApz0qA
p1qpz0qæJ , and so the second term on the right-hand side of (2.57) is also

zero. We conclude that

0��N�mA
p1qpz0qApz0q

:Ap1qpz0qæJ �
1
2N�mA

p2qpz0qæJ �N�mV æJ . (2.58)

We have shown in equations (2.48), (2.49) and (2.58) that the operators N�mPranApz0q,

N�mB1 and N�mV æJ are all zero, meaning that the restrictions of N�m to each of the

three subspaces ranApz0q, ranB1 and V J are all zero. If (4) were true then, recalling

(2.34), H would be the sum of these three subspaces, implying that N�m � 0. But this

is impossible because m is the order of our pole at z � z0 and the associated Laurent

coefficient must be nonzero. Thus p4q ñ p1q.
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Next we show that p1q ñ p2q. When m� 2 in (2.43) and (2.44), we have

0�N�2Apz0q � Apz0qN�2, (2.59)

0�N�1Apz0q�N�2A
p1qpz0q � Apz0qN�1�A

p1qpz0qN�2, (2.60)

idH �N0Apz0q�N�1A
p1qpz0q�

1
2N�2A

p2qpz0q. (2.61)

Equations (2.59)–(2.61) are very similar to equations (2.45)–(2.47) with m � 2; in fact,

they are the same, except for the substitution of the identity for zero in the third equation.

By applying arguments very similar to those used in our demonstration that p3q ñ p1q, we

can deduce from (2.59)–(2.61) that

N�2
�

ranApz0q�A
p1qpz0qkerApz0q

	
� t0u, (2.62)

N�2V æJ � idH æJ . (2.63)

Note the similarity of (2.62) to (2.48) and (2.49), and of (2.63) to (2.58). The dimensions

of J and K are equal and finite, so B2 is invertible if and only if it is injective. To see

why injectivity holds, observe first that (2.63) implies that V is injective on J . Thus for

PKV to be injective on J , it suffices to show that V J XKK � t0u. Let x be an element of

J such that V pxq PKK. Then (2.62) implies that N�2V pxq � 0, while (2.63) implies that

N�2V pxq � x. Thus V J XKK � t0u, and hence PKV is injective on J . It follows that B2

is injective and therefore invertible. Thus, p1q ñ p2q.

It remains to show that p2q ñ p3q. Suppose that (3) does not hold. Then, recalling

from (2.36) that ranApz0q�Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q �KK, it must be the case that either

KKXV J � t0u, (2.64)
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or

KKXV J � t0u and KK�V J �H. (2.65)

If (2.64) is true then there exists a nonzero x P J such that PKV pxq � 0, which implies

that B2 cannot be injective. On the other hand, if (2.65) is true then dimV J   dimK,

which implies that B2 cannot be surjective. Thus, p2q ñ p3q.

It remains to verify our formulas for the Laurent coefficients N�2 and N�1. From

(2.62) we have N�2PKK � 0, implying that

N�2 �N�2PK. (2.66)

And then from (2.63), we have

N�2PKV æJ � idH æJ . (2.67)

Composing both sides of (2.67) with B�1
2 PK, we obtain N�2PKV æJB

�1
2 PK �B�1

2 PK. The

definition of B2 implies that PKV æJB
�1
2 � idK, so we have N�2PK �B�1

2 PK. The claimed

formula for N�2 now follows from (2.66).

It remains only to verify the formulas (2.40)-(2.42) that together determine N�1.

The coefficients of pz� z0q�2, pz� z0q�1, pz� z0q0 and pz� z0q1 in the expansion of the

identity in (2.43) must satisfy

N�2Apz0q � 0, (2.68)

N�1Apz0q�N�2A
p1qpz0q � 0, (2.69)

N0Apz0q�N�1A
p1qpz0q�

1
2N�2A

p2qpz0q � idH , (2.70)

N1Apz0q�N0A
p1qpz0q�

1
2N�1A

p2qpz0q�
1
6N�2A

p3qpz0q � 0. (2.71)
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From (2.69) we have N�1Apz0q � �N�2Ap1qpz0q; composing both sides of this inequality

with the Moore-Penrose inverse Apz0q:, we obtain the claimed formula (2.40). Moreover,

from (2.70) we have

N�1A
p1qpz0qækerApz0q � idH ækerApz0q�

1
2N�2A

p2qpz0qækerApz0q, (2.72)

which implies that

N�1rPcokerApz0q�PranApz0qsA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q

�N�1B1�N�1PranApz0qA
p1qpz0qækerApz0q

� idH ækerApz0q�
1
2N�2A

p2qpz0qækerApz0q. (2.73)

Using the formula (2.40), it can be easily deduced from (2.73) that we have

N�1B1 � pidH�N�2V qækerApz0q. (2.74)

The Moore-Penrose inverse B:
1 satisfies B1B

:
1 � PranB1 . Therefore, by composing both

sides of (2.74) with B:
1PcokerApz0q we obtain

N�1PranB1PcokerApz0q � pidH�N�2V qB
:
1PcokerApz0q. (2.75)

By construction, ranB1 is a linear subspace of cokerApz0q, and consequently PranB1PcokerApz0q�

PranB1 . Our formula (2.41) thus follows from (2.75).

It remains to establish formula (2.42). Clearly Apz0qæJ � 0, and since Ap1qpz0qJ �

ranApz0q we also have N0Ap1qpz0qæJ � N0PranApz0qA
p1qpz0qæJ . Therefore, by restricting
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both sides of (2.71) to J we obtain

N0PranApz0qA
p1qpz0qæJ �

1
2N�1A

p2qpz0qæJ �
1
6N�2A

p3qpz0qæJ � 0. (2.76)

From (2.70) we have

N0PranApz0q �

�
idH�N�1A

p1qpz0q�
1
2N�2A

p2qpz0q

�
Apz0q

:. (2.77)

Substituting (2.77) into (2.76), we obtain

�
1
6N�2A

p3qpz0q�
1
2N�1A

p2qpz0q

�

"
idH�

1
2N�2A

p2qpz0q�N�1A
p1qpz0q

*
Apz0q

:Ap1qpz0q

�
æJ � 0.

By rearranging terms, we obtain

N�1V æJ ��N�2

�
1
6A

p3qpz0q�
1
2A

p2qpz0qApz0q
:Ap1qpz0q

�
æJ

�Apz0q
:Ap1qpz0qæJ .

With a little algebra, we deduce that

N�1V æJ ��N�2
�rV �V Apz0q

:Ap1qpz0q
�
æJ �Apz0q

:Ap1qpz0qæJ .

Note that N�1 � N�1PranApz0q�N�1PranB1 �N�1PK from the identity decomposition.

Therefore,

N�1PKV æJ ��N�2
�rV �V Apz0q

:Ap1qpz0q
�
æJ �Apz0q

:Ap1qpz0qæJ

�N�1PranApz0qV æJ �N�1PranB1V æJ .
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Composing both sides with N�2 and applying (2.40), (2.41) and our formula for N�2, we

obtain (2.42) as desired.

In the special case where our operator pencil is of the form Apzq � idH�zK with

K P LH compact, conditions (3) and (4) of Theorem 2.3.2 take on a particularly intuitive

form, as shown by the following corollary.

Corollary 2.3.2. Let K P LH be compact, and consider the operator pencil Apzq �

idH�zK, z P C. If Apzq is not invertible at z � z0 P C and if Apzq�1 does not have

a simple pole at z � z0 then the following three conditions are equivalent.

p1q Apzq�1 has a second order pole at z � z0.

p2q H � pranApz0q�kerApz0qq`pidH�Apz0q:qpranApz0qXkerApz0qq.

p3q H � ranApz0q�kerApz0q�pidH�Apz0q:qpranApz0qXkerApz0qq.

Proof. We showed in the proof of Corollary 2.3.1 that, when Apzq � idH�zK, we have

Ap1qpz0qkerApz0q � kerApz0q and kerB1 � ranApz0qX kerApz0q. The equivalence of (1),

(2) and (3) therefore follows from Theorem 2.3.2 if we can show that

V pranApz0qXkerApz0qq � pidH�Apz0q
:qpranApz0qXkerApz0qq. (2.78)

Observe that when Apzq � idH�zK the operator V P LH is given by

V ��KApz0q
:K

��z�2
0 pApz0qApz0q

:Apz0q�Apz0q
:�Apz0qApz0q

:�Apz0q
:Apz0qq

� �z�2
0 pApz0q�Apz0q

:�PranApz0q�PcoranApz0qq,

due to the properties of Moore-Penrose inverses. Therefore, when we apply V to ranApz0qX

kerApz0q we obtain (2.78).
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2.3.3 Examples

We examine our conditions for the existence of a pole of order one or two at an

isolated singularity through several examples involving linear operator pencils.

Example 2.3.1. Suppose that Apzq � idH�zK for some compact, self-adjoint operator

K P LH . Then for any z P C we have

cokerpidH�zKq � kerpidH�zKq� � kerpidH�z̄Kq,

where z̄ denotes the complex conjugate of z. If z is on the real axis of the complex plane

then we deduce that cokerApzq � kerApzq, and trivially the direct sum decomposition

H � ranApzq`kerApzq is allowed. Thus if z0 is a real element of the spectrum of Apzq

then Theorem 2.3.1 implies that Apzq�1 has a simple pole at z � z0.

Example 2.3.2. Let pej , j P Nq be an orthonormal basis of H and suppose that Apzq �

idH�zK, where K is given by

Kpxq � xx,e1ype1� e2q�
8̧

j�2
λjxx,ejyej , x PH,

with pλj , j ¥ 2q � p0,1q and λj Ñ 0 as j Ñ8. Since K is compact, we know that Apzq

is Fredholm of index-zero for all z P C. For any x PH with representation x�
°8
j�1 cjej ,

cj � xx,ejy, we have

Apzqpxq � c1p1� zqe1�pc2p1� zλ2q� zc1qe2�
8̧

j�3
cjp1� zλjqej . (2.79)

Since λj � 1 for all j ¥ 3, it is clear that ej R kerAp1q for all j ¥ 3. Moreover,

Ap1qpc1e1� c2e2q � pc2p1�λ2q� c1qe2.
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It follows that

kerAp1q � tc1e1� c2e2 : c1 � c2p1�λ2qu. (2.80)

Moreover, it may be deduced that ranAp1q � cl sptej : j ¥ 2u, the closed linear span of

tej : j ¥ 2u, as follows. Any x P cl sptej : j ¥ 2u may be written as x �
°8
j�2 djej for

some square-summable sequence pdj , j ¥ 2q. We can always find another square-summable

sequence pcj , j P Nq such that

d2 � c2p1�λ2q� c1 and dj � cjp1�λjq, j ¥ 3. (2.81)

Then

Ap1q
�

8̧

j�1
cjej

�
� pc2p1�λ2q� c1qe2�

8̧

j�3
cjp1�λjqej �

8̧

j�2
djej � x,

which shows that x P ranAp1q. Thus cl sptej : j ¥ 2u � ranAp1q. In addition, it is easily

deduced that ranAp1q � cl sptej : j ¥ 2u using (2.79). Therefore, ranAp1q � cl sptej : j ¥ 2u.

From (2.80) we see that the only element of kerAp1q belonging to cl sptej : j ¥ 2u is zero.

Thus condition (4) of Corollary 2.3.1 is satisfied, and we may deduce that Apzq�1 has a

simple pole at z � 1.

Example 2.3.3. Suppose that in Example 2.3.2 we instead defined K P LH by

Kpxq � xx,e1ype1� e2� e3q�xx,e2ye2�xx,e3ye3�
8̧

j�4
λjxx,ejyej , x PH,

with pλj , j ¥ 4q � p0,1q and λj Ñ 0 as j Ñ8. For any x P H with representation x �
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°8
j�1 cjej , cj � xx,ejy, we now have

Apzqpxq �c1p1� zqe1�pc2p1� zq� c1zqe2�pc3p1� zq� c1zqe3

�
8̧

j�4
cjp1� zλjqej .

Since λj � 1 for all j ¥ 4, it is clear that ej R kerAp1q for all j ¥ 4. Moreover, one may

show easily that

Ap1qpc1e1� c2e2� c3e3q � �c1e2� c1e3. (2.82)

It follows that kerAp1q � spte2, e3u. Further, arguments similar to those in Example 2.3.2

can be used to show that

ranAp1q � cl spte2� e3, e4, e5, . . .u.

It follows that

ranAp1qXkerAp1q � spte2� e3u.

Condition (4) of Corollary 2.3.1 is therefore violated, and we deduce that Apzq�1 does not

have a simple pole at z � 1. Next we check the possibility of a second order pole. Applying

Ap1q: to both sides of the equality Ap1qp�e1q � e2 � e3 reveals that PcoranAp1qp�e1q �

Ap1q:pe2� e3q, which simplifies to Ap1q:pe2� e3q � �e1 since coranAp1q � spte2, e3uK. It

follows that

pidH�Ap1q:qpranAp1qXkerAp1qq � spte1� e2� e3u.

Since H is the sum of the three linear subspaces cl spte2�e3, e4, . . .u, spte2, e3u and spte1�

e2� e3u, we see that condition (3) of Corollary 2.3.2 is satisfied, and deduce that Apzq�1

has a second order pole at z � 1.
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Example 2.3.4. Now we assume that K P LH in Example 2.3.2 is defined by

Kpxq � xx,e1ype1� e2� e3q�xx,e2ype2� e3q�xx,e3ye3�
8̧

j�4
λjxx,ejyej , x PH,

with pλj , j ¥ 4q � p0,1q and λj Ñ 0 as j Ñ8. For any x P H with representation x �°8
j�1 cjej , cj � xx,ejy, we now have

Apzqpxq �c1p1� zqe1�pc2p1� zq� c1zqe2�pc3p1� zq� c1z� c2zqe3

�
8̧

j�4
cjp1� zλjqej .

Since λj � 1 for all j ¥ 4, it is clear that ej R kerAp1q for all j ¥ 4. Moreover, one may

show easily that

Ap1qpc1e1� c2e2� c3e3q � �c1e2�pc1� c2qe3,

which reveals that kerAp1q � spte3u. By arguing as we did in Example 2.3.2, it can be

shown that ranAp1q � cl sptej : j ¥ 2u. It follows that

ranAp1qXkerAp1q � kerAp1q � spte3u.

Condition (4) of Corollary 2.3.1 is therefore violated, and we deduce that Apzq�1 does not

have a simple pole at z � 1. Next we check the possibility of a second order pole. Applying

Ap1q: to both sides of the equality Ap1qp�e2q � e3 reveals that PcoranAp1qp�e2q �Ap1q:pe3q,

which simplifies to Ap1q:pe3q � �e2 since coranAp1q � spte3uK. It follows that

pidH�Ap1q:qpranAp1qXkerAp1qq � spte3� e2u.
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Since e1 does not belong to the sum of the three linear subspaces cl sptej : j ¥ 2u, spte3u

and spte3� e2u, we see that condition (3) of Corollary 2.3.2 is violated, and deduce that

Apzq�1 does not have a second order pole at z � 1. Therefore, the pole at z � 1 has order

higher than 2.

2.4 Representation theorems

In this section we state our generalizations of the Granger-Johansen representation

theorems for I(1) and I(2) autoregressive processes. Let p P N, and consider the following

AR(p) law of motion in H:

Xt �
p̧

j�1
ΦjpXt�jq� εt. (2.83)

We say that the AR(p) law of motion (2.83) is engendered by the operator pencil Φ :C ÞÑLH

given by

Φpzq � idH�
p̧

j�1
zjΦj . (2.84)

Throughout this section, we employ the following assumption.

Assumption 2.4.1. (i) ε � pεt, t P Zq is an iid sequence in L2
H with positive definite

covariance operator Σ P LH . (ii) Φ1, . . . ,Φp are compact operators in LH such that Φ : C ÞÑ

LH is noninvertible at z � 1 and invertible at every other z in the closed unit disk.

2.4.1 Representation of I(1) autoregressive processes

The following result provides an I(1) representation for autoregressive Hilbertian

processes for which Φpzq�1 has a simple pole at z � 1, and establishes that the cointegrating

space for such an I(1) process is coranΦp1q. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a simple

pole were given in Theorem 2.3.1 and Corollary 2.3.1.
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Theorem 2.4.1. Suppose that Assumption 2.4.1 is satisfied, and that the operator pencil

Φpzq�1 has a simple pole at z � 1. In this case the operator pencil Ψpzq � p1� zqΦpzq�1

can be holomorphically extended over one. A sequence pXt, t¥�p�1q in L2
H satisfying the

law of motion (2.83) allows the following representation: for some Z0 P L2
H and all t¥ 1

we have

Xt � Z0�Ψp1q
�

ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt. (2.85)

Here, νt�
°8
k�0 Ψ̃kpεt�kq, Ψ̃k � Ψ̃pkqp0q{k!, and Ψ̃pzq is the holomorphic part of the Laurent

series of Φpzq�1 around z � 1. If Z0 belongs to kerΦp1q with probability one, then the

sequence of inner products pxXt,xy, t¥ 1q is stationary if and only if x P coranΦp1q.

Proof. Under Assumption 2.4.1(ii), Φpzq is holomorphic and Fredholm of index zero for all

z P C, noninvertible at z � 1 and invertible elsewhere in the closed unit disk. The analytic

Fredholm theorem therefore implies that Φpzq�1 is holomorphic on an open disk centered

at zero with radius exceeding one, except at the point z � 1, where it has a pole, which we

have assumed to be simple.

The fact that Ψpzq and Ψ̃pzq are holomorphic on an open disk centered at zero

with radius exceeding one implies that the coefficients of their Taylor series around zero,

Ψpzq �
°8
k�0 Ψkz

k and Ψ̃pzq �
°8
k�0 Ψ̃kz

k, decay exponentially in norm. Under Assumption

2.4.1(i), the two series
°8
k�0 Ψkpεt�kq and

°8
k�0 Ψ̃kpεt�kq thus converge in L2

H , the latter

validly defining νt P L2
H . Applying the equivalent linear filters induced by p1� zqΦ�1pzq

and Ψpzq to either side of the equality Xt�
°p
j�1 ΦjpXt�jq � εt, we find that

∆Xt �
8̧

k�0
Ψkpεt�kq, t¥ 1, (2.86)

a moving average representation for ∆Xt. Moreover, since Ψpzq �Ψp1q�p1� zqΨ̃pzq, we
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may rewrite (2.86) as

∆Xt �Ψp1qpεtq�∆νt, t¥ 1. (2.87)

Clearly, the process given by

X�
0 � ν0, X�

t �Ψp1q
�

ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt, t¥ 1, (2.88)

is a solution to the difference equation (2.87). It is completed by adding the solution to

the homogeneous equation ∆Xt � 0, which is any time invariant Z0 P L2
H . Therefore, we

obtain (2.85).

Since Ψp1q is the negative of the residue of Φpzq�1 at z � 1, it is apparent from the

residue formula given in Theorem 2.3.1 that cokerΨp1q � coranΦp1q. Using this fact, the

final part of Theorem 2.4.1, regarding the stationarity of the sequence of inner products

pxXt,xy, t¥ 1q, may be proved in the same way as Proposition 3.1 of Beare et al. (2017).

Remark 2.4.1. Theorem 2.4.1 above is similar to Theorem 4.1 of Beare et al. (2017), but

makes the connection to the analytic behavior of Φpzq�1 explicit. The latter result is more

general in one respect: compactness of the autoregressive operator is not assumed when

p � 1. The approach taken here relies on the analytic Fredholm theorem and therefore

requires Φpzq to be Fredholm, which may not be the case if the autoregressive operators

are not compact.

Remark 2.4.2. The analytic Fredholm theorem implies that the operator Ψp1q appearing in

Theorem 2.4.1 has finite rank. Since ranΨp1q � kerΦp1q, this means that the cointegrating

space coranΦp1q has finite codimension. The orthogonal complement to the cointegrating

space, which is termed the attractor space and is the subspace of H in which the I(1)

stochastic trend in the Beveridge-Nelson representation (2.85) takes values, thus has finite

dimension. We are therefore outside the framework considered by Chang et al. (2016a),
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in which the cointegrating space has finite dimension and the attractor space has finite

codimension.

2.4.2 Representation of I(2) autoregressive processes

The following result provides an I(2) representation for autoregressive Hilbertian

processes for which Φpzq�1 has a second order pole at z � 1, and characterizes the cointe-

grating space for such an I(2) process in terms of the coefficients in the principal part of

the Laurent series of Φpzq�1 around z � 1. Necessary and sufficient conditions for a second

order pole were given in Theorem 2.3.2 and Corollary 2.3.2.

Theorem 2.4.2. Suppose that Assumption 2.4.1 is satisfied, and that the operator pencil

Φpzq�1 has a second order pole at z � 1. In this case the operator pencil Ψpzq � p1�

zq2Φpzq�1 can be holomorphically extended over one. A sequence pXt, t¥�p�1q in L2
H

satisfying the law of motion (2.83) allows the following representation: for some Z0,Z1 PL2
H

and all t¥ 1 we have

Xt � Z0� tZ1�Υ�2

�
ţ

s�1

ş

r�1
εr

�
�Υ�1

�
ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt. (2.89)

Here, νt�
°8
k�0 Ψ̃kpεt�kq, Ψ̃k � Ψ̃pkqp0q{k!, and Ψ̃pzq is the holomorphic part of the Laurent

series of Φpzq�1 around z � 1. The operators Υ�2,Υ�1 P LH are the coefficients in the

principal part of the Laurent series of Φpzq�1 around z � 1. If Z1 belongs to ranΥ�2

with probability one, then the sequence of inner products px∆Xt,xy, t ¥ 1q is stationary

if and only if x P cokerΥ�2. If Z0 and Z1 belong to ranΥ�2� ranΥ�1 with probability

one, then the sequence of inner products pxXt,xy, t ¥ 1q is stationary if and only if x P

cokerΥ�2X cokerΥ�1.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.4.1, under Assumption 2.4.1(ii) we may apply the

analytic Fredholm theorem to deduce that Φpzq�1 is holomorphic on an open disk centered
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at zero with radius exceeding one, except at the point z � 1, where it has a pole, which we

assume here to be of second order. The operator pencils Ψpzq and Ψ̃pzq are holomorphic

everywhere on this disk, ensuring that the series
°8
k�0 Ψkpεt�kq and

°8
k�0 Ψ̃kpεt�kq are

convergent in L2
H under Assumption 2.4.1(i). Applying the equivalent linear filters induced

by p1�zq2Φ�1pzq and Ψpzq to either side of the equality Xt�
°p
j�1 ΦjpXt�jq � εt, we find

that

∆2Xt �
8̧

k�0
Ψkpεt�kq, t¥ 2, (2.90)

a moving average representation for ∆Xt. Moreover, since Ψpzq �Υ�2�p1� zqΥ�1�p1�

zq2Ψ̃pzq, we may rewrite (2.90) as

∆2Xt �Υ�2pεtq�Υ�1p∆εtq�∆2νt, t¥ 2. (2.91)

Clearly, the process given by

X�
0 � ν0, X�

t �Υ�2

�
ţ

s�1

ş

r�1
εr

�
�Υ�1

�
ţ

s�1
εs

�
�νt, t¥ 1, (2.92)

is a solution to the difference equation (2.91). It is completed by adding the solution to

the homogeneous equation ∆2Xt � 0, which is Z0� tZ1 for any time invariant Z0,Z1 P L2
H .

Therefore, we obtain (2.89).

The final part of Theorem 2.4.2, regarding the stationarity of the sequences of

inner products px∆Xt,xy, t ¥ 1q and pxXt,xy, t ¥ 1q, may be proved in the same way as

Proposition 3.1 of Beare et al. (2017). Note that ranΥ�2 and ranΥ�2 � ranΥ�1 are

the orthogonal complements to cokerΥ�2 and cokerΥ�2X cokerΥ�1 respectively, so the

constraints we place on the supports of the time invariant components Z0 and Z1 cause

them to be annihilated when we take the relevant inner products.

The final part of Theorem 2.4.2 identifies two tiers of cointegrating space: given
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suitable choices of Z0 and Z1, we have px∆Xt,xy, t¥ 1q stationary if and only if x P cokerΥ�2,

and pxXt,xy, t ¥ 1q stationary if and only if x P cokerΥ�2X cokerΥ�1. Moreover, we see

from the representation (2.89) that the I(2) stochastic trend takes values in ranΥ�2, while

the I(1) stochastic trend takes values in ranΥ�1. The ranges and cokernels of Υ�2 and Υ�1

can in principle be expressed in terms of the operator pencil Φpzq by using the formulas

for the two leading Laurent coefficients provided in Theorem 2.3.2. However, the derived

expressions are complicated in general. Things are simpler when the autoregressive law of

motion is of order p� 1. In this case, the following result provides convenient expressions

for the ranges and cokernels of Υ�2 and Υ�1.

Theorem 2.4.3. When p � 1, the Laurent coefficients Υ�2 and Υ�1 appearing in the

statement of Theorem 2.4.2 have ranges satisfying

ranΥ�2 � ranΦp1qXkerΦp1q

and

ranΥ�1 � kerΦp1q�Φp1q:pranΦp1qXkerΦp1qq,

and cokernels satisfying

cokerΥ�2 � cokerΦp1q� coranΦp1q

and

cokerΥ�1 � coranΦp1qX
�

Φp1q:pranΦp1qXkerΦp1qq
	K

.

Proof. Using the fact that the orthogonal complement of a sum of linear subspaces is the

intersection of their orthogonal complements, the expressions for cokerΥ�2 and ranΥ�1

may be deduced from those for ranΥ�2 and cokerΥ�1 respectively. The expression for

ranΥ�2 is easily deduced from (2.30) and (2.39). It remains to verify the expression for
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cokerΥ�1.

Recalling our discussion in Remark 2.3.3, we may deduce from the residue theorem

that Υ�1 is the negative of the Riesz projection for the unit eigenvalue of Φ1. The range of

this Riesz projection is the generalized eigenspace associated with the unit eigenvalue of Φ1

(Gohberg et al., 2013, p. 30), which contains the usual eigenspace kerΦp1q. Consequently,

ranΥ�1 � kerΦp1q, and thus cokerΥ�1 � coranΦp1q. It follows that

cokerΥ�1 � kerΥ�
�1æcoranΦp1q. (2.93)

Theorem 2.3.2 provides us with a formula for Υ�
�1 involving a sum of several complicated

expressions. The restrictions of these expressions to coranΦp1q can be simplified by noting

that, in view of the expression for cokerΥ�2 already proved, we have Υ�
�2pxq � 0 for any

x P coranΦp1q. This leads us to the simpler formula

Υ�
�1pxq � ridHB:

1PcokerΦp1qs
�pxq� rΦp1q:Φp1qp1qΥ�2s

�pxq

� ridHB:
1PcokerΦp1qVΥ�2s

�pxq, (2.94)

valid for x P coranΦp1q, with B1 and V defined as in Theorem 2.3.2 except with z0 � 1 and

with Φpzq replacing Apzq. Observe that

ker idHB:
1PcokerΦp1q � ranΦp1q�kerB:

1 � ranΦp1q� cokerB1 � cokerB1.

It follows that the first term on the right-hand side of (2.94) belongs to pcokerB1qK. On

the other hand, it is apparent from the formula for Υ�2 given in Theorem 2.3.2 that

kerΥ�2 � pcokerB1qK, implying that the second and third terms on the right-hand side of

(2.94) belong to cokerB1. We conclude that the right-hand side of (2.94) is equal to zero if

and only if the first term is zero and the second and third terms sum to zero. By observing
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that ran idHB:
1PcokerΦp1q � coranB1, we deduce that the first term on the right-hand side

of (2.94) is zero if and only if x P pcoranB1qK, and that the third term on the right-hand

side of (2.94) is zero if x P pcoranB1qK. Thus, the right-hand side of (2.94) is equal to zero

if and only if x P pcoranB1qK and the second term is equal to zero. Since p� 1, we may

rewrite that second term as

�rΦp1q:Φp1qp1qΥ�2s
�pxq � �rΦp1q:pΦp1q� idHqΥ�2s

�pxq

� �rpPcoranΦp1q�Φp1q:qΥ�2s
�pxq

� rΦp1q:Υ�2s
�pxq,

using the fact that ranΥ�2 � kerΦp1q to obtain the final equality. Next, observe that

kerrΦp1q:Υ�2s
� � pranΦp1q:Υ�2q

K � pΦp1q:pranΦp1qXkerΦp1qqqK,

using the fact that ranΥ�2 � ranΦp1qXkerΦp1q to obtain the final equality. We deduce that

the second term on the right-hand side of (2.94) is zero if and only if x P pΦp1q:pranΦp1qX

kerΦp1qqqK. Consequently, the right-hand side of (2.94) is equal to zero if and only if

x P pcoranB1q
KXpΦp1q:pranΦp1qXkerΦp1qqqK,

and we conclude that

kerΥ�
�1æcoranΦp1q � coranΦp1qXpcoranB1q

KXpΦp1q:pranΦp1qXkerΦp1qqqK.

Since coranB1 � kerΦp1q, we must have coranΦp1q � pcoranB1qK. In view of (2.93), this

establishes our claimed expression for cokerΥ�1.

Remark 2.4.3. As noted in the proof of Theorem 2.4.3, when p� 1, �Υ�1 is the Riesz
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projection for the unit eigenvalue of Φ1. The dimension of the space on which �Υ�1

projects is called the algebraic multiplicity of the unit eigenvalue (Gohberg et al., 2013, p.

26), while the dimension of the usual eigenspace kerΦp1q is called the geometric multiplicity

of the unit eigenvalue. From Corollary 2.3.2 we know that the I(1) condition fails precisely

when ranΦp1qXkerΦp1q � t0u. Since the Moore-Penrose inverse Φp1q: defines a bijection

from ranΦp1q to coranΦp1q, the latter space being orthogonal to the finite dimensional

space kerΦp1q, we see that when the I(1) condition fails and the I(2) condition is satisfied

we must have

dimkerΦp1q   dim
�

kerΦp1q�Φp1q:pranΦp1qXkerΦp1qq
	
� dimranΥ�1,

meaning that the algebraic multiplicity of the unit eigenvalue exceeds its geometric multi-

plicity. This contrasts with the situation when the I(1) condition is satisfied, where, as

is apparent from Corollary 2.3.1 and our discussion in Remark 2.3.3, the algebraic and

geometric multiplicities of the unit eigenvalue are equal.
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Chapter 3

Representation of I(1) and I(2)

autoregressive processes in Banach

space

Abstract. In this paper, we extend the Granger-Johansen representation theory

for I(1) and I(2) autoregressive processes to accommodate processes taking values in an

arbitrary complex separable Banach spaces. To accomplish this goal, we obtain necessary

and sufficient conditions for the inverse of a holomorphic Fredholm operator pencil to have

a simple pole and a second order pole. Moreover, a closed-form expression of the Laurent

expansion of the inverse around an isolated singularity is obtained. Applying these results,

we obtain a suitable extension of the Granger-Johansen representation theory. Due to our

closed-form expression of the inverse, we may fully characterize I(1) and I(2) solutions

except a term that depends on initial values.
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3.1 Introduction

The so-called Granger-Johansen representation theory is the results on the existence

and representation of I(1)(and I(2)) solutions to a given autoregressive law of motion. Due

to crucial contributions by Engle and Granger (1987), Johansen (1991, 1995), Schumacher

(1991), and Faliva and Zoia (2010), we already have well developed representation theory in

finite dimensional Euclidean space. Among those, for reasons to become apparent, we need

to mention further on the last two papers. They develop the Granger-Johansen theory in

the framework of analytic function theory which are rigorously established in mathematics;

Schumacher (1991) obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix-valued function

of a single complex variable, commonly called a matrix pencil, to have a simple pole at 1, and

then apply this result to derive a representation theorem for I(1) autoregressive processes.

The monograph of Faliva and Zoia (2010) provides a systematic reworking and extension of

Schumacher (1991), and contains a representation theorem for I(2) autoregressive processes

as well.

Recently, several authors started to extend the Granger-Johansen theory to infinite

dimensional Hilbert spaces. Beare et al. (2017) appears to be the first effort in this direction.

They provide a version of the theorem for ARp1q processes taking values in an arbitrary

complex separable Hilbert space, and then extend the result to ARppq cases resorting to

the companion form. Two recent papers, Seo (2017) and Beare and Seo (2018), obtain

a suitable extension of the Granger-Johansen theory in the spirit of Schumacher (1991)

and Faliva and Zoia (2010). Particularly, Beare and Seo (2018) is noticeable since the

authors show in detail that how analytic function theory adopted in finite dimensional

Euclidean space can be suitably applied to obtain the Granger-Johansen theory in an

infinite dimensional Hilbert space; they considered an index-zero Fredholm operator pencil

and generalized the results obtained by Schumacher (1991) and Faliva and Zoia (2010).

In this paper, we extend the Granger-Johansen representation theory to an arbitrary
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complex separable Banach space setting. A common feature of the previous studies is a

Hilbert space setting. This may be a crucial limitation given that recent interest on time

series taking values in Banach spaces, e.g. a time series of continuous functions. We derive

the Granger-Johansen representation theory in a Banach space without the help of rich

geometric structure of a Hilbert space. Our approach is similar to Beare and Seo (2018); we

first obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the inverse of a holomorphic Fredholm

pencil to have a simple pole and a second order pole, and then apply these results to obtain

our representation theory. However, there are several important differences; first our study

on inversion of a holomorphic Fredholm pencil explicitly reveals necessary and sufficient

conditions for a simple pole and a second order pole may be differently expressed depending

on our choice of complementary subspaces, and our inversion theorems take all possible

choices into account. This is not to make our study intentionally complicated. Rather, it is

inevitable as long as we consider a Banach space where there is no canonical notion of a

complementary subspace. Moreover, we provide a closed-form expression of the inverse by

deriving a recursive formula to determine all the coefficients in the Laurent expansion of

the inverse around an isolated singularity. Due to our closed-form expression, I(1) and I(2)

solutions to a given autoregressive processes can be fully characterized up to a component

depending on initial values.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we review some

essential mathematics. In Section 3.3, we study in detail on inversion of a holomorphic

Fredholm pencil based on the analytic Fredholm theorem; our main results are obtained in

this section. Section 3.4 contains a suitable extension of the Granger-Johansen represen-

tation theory as an application of our inversion theorems. Conclusion follows in Section

3.5.
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3.2 Essential preliminaries

3.2.1 Review of Banach spaces

Let B be a separable Banach space over the complex plane C with norm } � }.

Moreover let LB denote the Banach space of bounded linear operators on B with the usual

operator norm }A}LB � sup}x}¤1 }Ax}. Let idB P LB denote the identity map on B. Given

a subspace V � B, let A|V denote the restriction of an operator A PLB to V . Given A PLB,

we define two important subspaces of B as follows.

kerA� tx P B | Ax� 0u

ranA� tAx | x P Bu

Let V1,V2, . . . ,Vk be subspaces of B. The algebraic sum of V1,V2, . . . ,Vk is defined by

ķ

j�1
Vj � tv1�v2� . . . ,vk : vj P Vj for each ju

We say that B is the (internal) direct sum of V1,V2, . . . ,Vk, and write B � `kj�1Vj , if

V1,V2, . . . ,Vk are closed subspaces satisfying Vj X
°
j1�j Vj1 � t0u and

°k
j�1Vj � B. For

any V � B, we let V c � B denote a subspace (if exists) such that B � V `V c. Such a

subspace V c is called a complementary subspace of V . It turns out that a subspace V

allows complementary subspace V c if and only if there exists the bounded projection onto

V c along V (Megginson, 2012, Theorem 3.2.11). In general, a complementary subspace is

not uniquely determined.

Given V � B. The cosets of V are the collection of the following sets

x�V � tx�v : v P V u, x P B.
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The quotient space B{V is the vector space whose elements are equivalence classes of the

cosets of V ; equivalence relation � is given by

x�V � y�V ô x�y P V.

When V � ranA for some A P LB, the dimension of B{V is called the defect of A.

3.2.2 Fredholm operators

An operator A PLB is said to be a Fredholm operator if kerA and B{ranA are finite

dimensional. The index of a Fredholm operator A is the integer given by dimpkerAq�

dimpB{ranAq. It turns out that a bounded linear operator with finite defect has a closed

range (Abramovich and Aliprantis, 2002, Lemma 4.38). Therefore ranA is closed if A is a

Fredholm operator. Fredholm operators are invariant under compact perturbation; if A is

a Fredholm operator and K is a compact operator, A�K is a Fredholm of the same index.

In this paper, we mainly consider Fredholm operators of index zero, so we let F0 � LB

denote the collection of such operators

3.2.3 Generalized inverse operators

Let B1 and B2 be Banach spaces and LB1,B2 denote the space of bounded linear

operators from B1 to B2. In the subsequent discussion, we need a notion of a generalized

inverse operator of A PLB1,B2 . Suppose that B1 � kerA`pkerAqc and B2 � ranA`pranAqc.

Given the direct sum conditions, the generalized inverse of A, denoted by Ag, is defined

as the unique linear extension of pA|pkerAqcq
�1(defined on ranA) to B. Specifically, Ag is

given by

Ag � pA|pkerAqcq
�1pidB�PpranAqcq, (3.1)
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where PV c denote the bounded projection on V c along V . Then it can be shown that the

generalized inverse Ag has the following properties.

AAgA� A, AgAAg � Ag, AAg � pidB�PpranAqcq, AgA� PpkerAqc .

Since complementary subspaces are not uniquely determined, Ag depends on our choice of

them.

3.2.4 Operator Pencils

Let U be an open connected subset of C. A map A : U Ñ LB is called an operator

pencil. An operator pencil A is holomorphic at z0 P U if the limit

Ap1qpz0q :� lim
zÑz0

Apzq�Apz0q

z� z0
(3.2)

exists in the uniform operator topology. If A is holomorphic for all z PD � U for an open

connected set D, then we say that A is holomorphic on D. A holomorphic operator pencil

A on D allows the Taylor series for all z0 PD.

An operator pencil A is said to be meromorphic on U if there exists a discrete set

U0 � U such that A : UzU0 Ñ LB is holomorphic and the following Laurent expansion is

allowed in a punctured neighborhood of z0 P U0.

Apzq �
�1̧

j��m

Ajpz� z0q
j�

8̧

j�0
Ajpz� z0q

j , (3.3)

where the first term is called the principal part, and the second term is called the holomorphic

part of the Laurent series. A finite positive integer m is called the order of pole at z0. When

m� 1 (resp. m� 2), we simply say that Apzq has a simple pole (resp. second order pole) at

z0. If A�m, . . . ,A�1 are finite rank operators, we say that Apzq is finitely meromorphic at
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z0. In addition, Apzq is said to be finitely meromorphic on U if it is finitely meromorphic

at each of its poles.

The set of complex numbers z P U at which the operator Apzq is noninvertible is

called the spectrum of A, and denoted by σpAq. It turns out that the spectrum is always a

closed set (Markus, 2012, p. 56).

If Apzq is a Fredholm operator of index zero for z P U , it is called an F0-pencil.

3.2.5 Fredholm Theorem

We provides a crucial input, called the analytic Fredholm theorem, for the subsequent

discussion.

Analytic Fredholm Theorem. (Corollary 8.4 in Gohberg et al. (2013)) Let A : U Ñ LB

be a holomorphic Fredholm operator pencil, and assume that Apzq is invertible for some

element z P U . Then

piq σpAq is a discrete set.

piiq In a punctured neighborhood of z0 P σpAq,

Apzq�1 �
8̧

j��m

Ajpz� z0q
j

where A0 is a Fredholm operator of index zero and A�m, . . . ,A�1 are finite rank

operators.

That is, the analytic Fredholm theorem implies that if the inverse of a holomorphic Fredholm

pencil exists, it is finitely meromorphic.
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3.2.6 Random elements of Banach space

We briefly introduce Banach-valued random variables, called B-random variables.

More detailed discussion on this subject can be found in Bosq (2000, Chapter 1). We let

B1 denote the topological dual of B.

Let pΩ,F,Pq be an underlying probability triple. A B-random variable is defined as

a measurable map X : ΩÑ B, where B is understood to be equipped with its Borel σ�field.

X is said to be integrable if E}X}   8. If X is integrable, there exists a unique element

EX P B such that for all f P B1,

ErfpXqs � fpEXq.

Let L2
B denote the space of B-random variables X such that EX � 0 and E}X}2  8.

3.2.7 I(1) and I(2) sequences in Banach space

Let ε� pεt, t P Zq be an independent and identically distributed sequence in L2
B such

that Eεt � 0 and 0  E}εt}
2  8. In this paper, ε is simply called a strong white noise.

For some t0 P ZYt�8u, let X � pXt, t ¥ t0q be a time series taking values in B

satisfying

Xt �
8̧

j�0
Ajεt�j (3.4)

where pAj , j ¥ 0q is a sequence in LB satisfying
°8
j�0 }Aj}LB  8. We call the sequence

pXt, t¥ t0q a standard linear process. In this case
°8
j�0Aj is convergent in LB.

We say a sequence in L2
B is I(0) if it is a standard linear process with

°8
j�0Aj � 0.

For d P t1,2u, let X � pXt, t¥�d�1q be a sequence in L2
B. We say pXt, t¥ 0q is I(d) if its

d-th differences ∆dX � p∆dXt, t¥ 1q is I(0).
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3.3 Inversion of a holomorphic F0-pencil around an

isolated singularity

Throughout this section, we employ the following assumption.

Assumption 3.3.1. A : U Ñ LB be a holomorphic Fredholm pencil and z0 P σpAq is an

isolated element.

Since Apzq is holomorphic, it allows the Taylor series around z0 as follows.

Apzq �
8̧

j�0
Ajpz� z0q

j , (3.5)

where A0 �Apz0q, Aj �Apjqpz0q{j! for j¥ 1, and Apjqpzq denotes the j-th complex derivative

of Apzq. Furthermore, we know from the analytic Fredholm theorem that Npzq :� Apzq�1

allows the Laurent series expansion in a punctured neighborhood of z0 as follows.

Npzq �
�1̧

j��m

Njpz� z0q
j�

8̧

j�0
Njpz� z0q

j , 1¤m 8 (3.6)

Our first goal is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for m � 1 and 2. We then

provide a recursive formula to obtain Nj for j ¥�m. Before stating our main assumptions

and results of this section, we provide some preliminary results.

It can be shown that any Fredholm operator pencil satisfying Assumption 3.3.1 is

in fact an F0-pencil.

Lemma 3.3.1. Under Assumption 3.3.1, A : U Ñ LB is an F0-pencil.

Proof. Since z0 is an isolated element, it implies that there exists some point in U where

the operator pencil is invertible. It turns out that the index of Apzq does not depend on

z P U given that U is connected, and Fredholm operators of nonzero index are not invertible

(Kaballo, 2012, Section 2). Therefore, this implies that Apzq has index zero for z P U .
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In view of Lemma 3.3.1, it may be deduced that the analytic Fredholm theorem provided

in Section 3.2.5 is in fact only for F0-pencils.

The following is an important observation implied by Assumption 3.3.1.

Lemma 3.3.2. Under Assumption 3.3.1,

piq ranApzq allows a complementary subspace for z P U .

piiq kerApzq allows a complementary subspace for z P U .

piiiq For any finite dimensional subspace V , ranApzq�V allows a complementary subspace

for z P U

Proof. (i) : since Apzq is a Fredholm operator, we know that ranApzq is closed and

B{ranApzq is finite dimensional. Given any closed subspace V , it turns out that V allows

a complementary subspace if B{V is finite dimensional (Megginson, 2012, Theorem 3.2.18).

Thus, (i) is proved. (ii) : Every finite dimensional subspace allows a complementary

subspace (Megginson, 2012, Theorem 3.2.18). (iii) : since ranApzq is closed and V is finite

dimensional, their algebraic sum ranApzq�V is a closed subspace, and B{pranApzq�V q

is finite dimensional.

In a Hilbert space, a closed subspace allows a complementary subspace, and furthermore

we can always fix it to the orthogonal complement. We therefore know that ranApzq

and ranApzq�V allows complementary subspaces in a Hilbert space if ranApzq is closed.

However in a Banach space, closedness of a subspace is not sufficient for the existence of a

complementary subspace. The reader is referred to Megginson (2012, pp. 301-302) for a

detailed discussion on this subject.
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3.3.1 Simple poles of holomorphic F0 inverses

Due to Lemma 3.3.2, we know that ranA0 and kerA0 are complemented, meaning

that we may find their complementary subspaces, as well as the associated bounded

projections. Depending on our choice of complementary subspaces, we may also define the

corresponding generalized inverse of A0 as in (3.1).

To simplify expressions, we let

1j�0 �

$''&''%
idB if j � 0

0 otherwise,

Gjp`,mq �
j�1̧

k��m

NkAj�`�k, `� 0,1,2, . . .

R0 � ranA0

K0 � kerA0

K1 � tx PK0 : A1x P R0u

Rc
0 : a complementary subspace of ranA0

Kc
0 : a complementary subspace of kerA0

PRc
0

: bounded projection onto Rc
0 along R0

PKc
0

: bounded projection onto Kc
0 along K0

SRc
0
� PRc

0
A1|K0 : K0 Ñ Rc

0

pA0q
g
tRc

0,Kc
0u

: generalized inverse of A0, (3.7)

where Rc
0 and Kc

0 depend on our choice. Therefore, we need to be careful with that PRc
0
,PKc

0

and SRc
0

could be differently defined depending on our choice of complementary subspaces.

Given a specific choice of Rc
0 and Kc

0, they are uniquely defined. The subscript tRc
0,Kc

0u of

a generalized inverse indicates it depends on our choice of Rc
0 and Kc

0.
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We provide another useful lemma.

Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose that Assumption 3.3.1 is satisfied. Then invertibility (or nonin-

vertibility) of SRc
0

does not depend on the choice of Rc
0.

Proof. Let V0 and W0 two different choices of Rc
0. Then it is trivial to show that

kerSV0 � kerSW0 �K1 (3.8)

Moreover, we know due to Lemma 3.3.1 that Apzq satisfying Assumption 3.3.1 is in fact an

F0-pencil, which implies that dimpB{ranA0q � dimpkerA0q   8. Since a complementary

subspace of ranA0 is isomorphic to B{ranA0 (Megginson, 2012, Corollary 3.2.16), we have

dimpV0q � dimpW0q � dimpK0q   8 (3.9)

Any injective linear map between finite dimensional vector spaces of the same dimension is

also bijective. Therefore in view of (3.9), K1 � t0u is necessary and sufficient condition for

SV0 (and SW0) to be invertible. Therefore if either of one is invertible (resp. noninvertible),

then the other is also invertible (resp. noninvertible).

We next provide necessary and sufficient conditions for Apzq�1 to have a simple

pole at z0 and its closed form expression in a punctured neighborhood of z0.

Proposition 3.3.1. Suppose that Assumptions 3.3.1 are satisfied. Then the following

conditions are equivalent to each other.

piq m� 1 in the Laurent series expansion (3.6).

piiq B � R0`A1K0.

piiiq For all possible choices of Rc
0 , SRc

0
: K0 Ñ Rc

0 is invertible.
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pivq For some choice of Rc
0 , SRc

0
: K0 Ñ Rc

0 is invertible.

Under any of these conditions and any choice of Rc
0 and Kc

0, the coefficients pNj ¥�1q in

(3.6) are given by the following recursive formula.

N�1 � S�1
Rc

0
PRc

0
(3.10)

Nj � p1j�0�Gjp0,1qqpA0q
g
tRc

0,Kc
0u
pidB�A1S

�1
Rc

0
PRc

0
q

�Gjp1,1qS�1
Rc

0
PRc

0
, (3.11)

where each Nj is understood as a map from B to B without restriction of the codomain.

Proof. We first show that the claimed equivalence between conditions (i)-(iv), and then

verify the recursive formula.

Equivalence between (i)-(iv) : Due to the analytic Fredholm theorem, we know that

Apzq�1 admits the Laurent series expansion (3.6) in a punctured neighborhood z0. More-

over, Apzq is holomorphic and thus admits the Taylor series as in (3.5). Combining (3.5)

and (3.6), we obtain the identity expansion idB � Apzq�1Apzq as follows.

idB �
8̧

k��m

�
m�ķ

j�0
Nk�jAj

�
pz� z0q

k. (3.12)

Since (iii) ô (iv) is deduced from Lemma 3.3.3, we demonstrate equivalence between (i)-(iv)

by showing (ii)ñ(i)ñ(iv)ñ(ii).

Now we show that (ii)ñ(i). Suppose that m ¡ 1. Collecting the coefficients of

pz� z0q�m and pz� z0q�m�1 in (3.12), we obtain

N�mA0 � 0 (3.13)

N�m�1A0�N�mA1 � 0. (3.14)
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Equation (3.13) implies that N�mR0 � t0u, and further (3.14) implies that N�mA1K0 � t0u.

Therefore, if the direct sum decomposition (ii) is true, we necessarily have N�m � 0. Note

that N�m � 0 holds for any 2¤m 8. We therefore conclude that m� 1, which proves

(ii)ñ(i).

We next show that (i)ñ(iv). Collecting the coefficients of pz� z0q�1 and pz� z0q0

in (3.12) when m� 1, we have

N�1A0 � 0 (3.15)

N�1A1�N0A0 � idB (3.16)

Since A0 is a Fredholm operator, we know due to Lemma 3.3.2 that R0 allows a comple-

mentary subspace V0, and there exists the associated projection operator PV0 .

Then equation (3.15) implies that

N�1pidB�PV0q � 0 and N�1 �N�1PV0 . (3.17)

Moreover (3.16) implies idB |K0 �N�1A1|K0 . In view of (3.17), it is apparent that

idB |K0 �N�1SV0 (3.18)

Equation (3.18) implies that SV0 is an injection. Moreover, due to Lemma 3.3.1, we know

A0 P F0. Using the same arguments we used to establish (3.9), we obtain

dimpV0q � dimpB{R0q � dimpK0q   8. (3.19)

Equations (3.18) and (3.19) together imply that SV0 : K0 Ñ V0 is an injective linear map

between finite dimensional vector spaces of the same dimension. Therefore, we conclude
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that SV0 : K0 Ñ V0 is a bijection.

To show (iv)ñ(ii), suppose that our direct sum condition (ii) is false. We first

consider the case that R0XA1K0 � t0u. If there exists a nonzero element x in R0XA1K0,

we have for any arbitrary choice of Rc
0, SRc

0
x� 0. This implies that SRc

0
cannot be injective.

We next consider the case that B � R0�A1K0 even if R0XA1K0 � t0u holds. In this case,

clearly R0`A1K0 is a strict subspace of B. On the other hand, since Rc
0 is a complementary

subspace of R0, it is deduced that

dimpA1K0q   dimpRc
0q (3.20)

Note that SRc
0

can be viewed as composition of PRc
0

and A1|K0 . From the rank-nullity

theorem, dimpSRc
0
K0q must be at most equal to dimpA1K0q. In view of (3.20), this implies

that SRc
0

cannot be surjective for any arbitrary choice of Rc
0 . Therefore, we conclude that

(iv)ñ(ii).

Recursive formula for pNj , j ¥ �1q : Assume that V0 as a choice of Rc
0 and W0

as a choice of Kc
0 are fixed. We first verify the claimed formulas (3.10) and (3.11) for this

specific choice of complementary subspaces.

At first, we consider the claimed formula for N�1. In our demonstration of (i)ñ(iii)

above, we obtained (3.18). Since the codomain of SV0 is restricted to V0, (3.18) can be

written as

idB |K0 �N�1|V0SV0 (3.21)

Moreover we know that SV0 : K0 Ñ V0 is invertible. We therefore have N�1|V0 � S�1
V0

, where

note that we still need to restrict the domain of N�1 to V0. By composing both sides

of (3.21) with PV0 , we obtain N�1PV0 � S�1
V0

PV0 . Recalling (3.17), which implies that
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N�1 �N�1PV0 , so we have

N�1 � S�1
V0

PV0 (3.22)

Since the codomain of S�1
V0

is K0, the map (3.22) is the formula for N�1 with the restricted

codomain. Howeover, it can be understood as a map from B to B by composing both sides

of (3.22) with a proper embedding.

Now we verify the recursive formulas for pNj , j ¥ 0q. Collecting the coefficients of

pz�1qj and pz�1qj�1 in the identity expansion (3.12), the following can be shown.

Gjp0,1q�NjA0 � 1j�0 (3.23)

Gjp1,1q�NjA1�Nj�1A0 � 0 (3.24)

Since idB � pidB�PV0q�PV0 , Nj can be written as the sum of NjpidB�PV0q and NjPV0 .

We will obtain an explicit formula for each summand.

Given complementary subspace V0 and W0, we may define pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

: B ÑW0.

Since we have A0pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

� idB�PV0 , (3.23) implies that

NjpidB�PV0q � 1j�0pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

�Gjp0,1qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

. (3.25)

Moreover by restricting the domain of both sides of (3.24) to K0, we have

Gjp1,1q|K0 �NjA1|K0 � 0 (3.26)

Since Nj �NjPV0 �NjpidB�PV0q, it is easily deduced from (3.26) that

NjSV0 ��Gjp1,1q|K0 �NjpidB�PV0qA1|K0 (3.27)
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Substituting (3.25) into (3.27), we obtain

NjSV0 ��Gjp1,1q|K0 �1j�0pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K0 �Gjp0,1qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K0 (3.28)

Since SV0 : K0 Ñ V0 is invertible, it is deduced that ranS�1
V0

�K0 and SV0S
�1
V0

� idB |V0 . We

therefore obtain the following equation from (3.28).

Nj |V0 ��Gjp1,1q�1j�0pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1S
�1
V0
�Gjp0,1qpA0q

g
tV0,W0u

A1S
�1
V0

(3.29)

Composing the projection operator of both sides of (3.29) with PV0 , we then obtain an

explicit formula for NjPV0 . Combining this result with (3.25), then we obtain the formula

Nj similar to (3.11) in terms of PV0 , pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

, SV0 , Gjp0,1q, and Gjp1,1q after a little

algebra. Of course, the resulting operator Nj should be understood as a map from B to B.

Our formula for each Nj that we have obtained seems to depend on our choice

of complementary subspaces, especially due to PV0 , SV0 and pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

. However if a

Laurent series exists, it is unique. We could differently define the aforementioned operators

by choosing different complementary subspaces, and then could obtain a recursive formula

for pNj , j ¥ �1q in terms of those operators. However, such a newly obtained formula

cannot be different from what we have obtained from a fixed choice of complementary

subspaces due to the uniqueness of the Laurent series. Therefore, it is easily deduced that

our recursive formula for Nj derived in Propositions 3.3.1 does not depend on a specific

choice of complementary subspaces.
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3.3.2 Second order poles of holomorphic F0 inverses

To simplify expressions, we let

R1 � ranA0�A1 kerA0

Rc
1 : a complementary subspace of ranA0�A1 kerA0

Kc
1 : a complementary subspace of K1 in K0

PRc
1

: bounded projection onto Rc
0 along R0

PKc
1

: bounded projection onto Kc
0 along K0

(3.30)

We know from Lemma 3.3.2 that R0, K0 and R1 are complemented, so we may find

complementary subspaces Rc
0, Kc

0, and Rc
1, as well as the bounded projections PRc

0
, PKc

0

and PRc
1
. Given Rc

0, Rc
1 is not uniquely determined in general. We require our choice to

satisfy

Rc
1 � Rc

0, (3.31)

so that

Rc
0 � SRc

0
K0`Rc

1 (3.32)

PRc
0
PRc

1
� PRc

1
PRc

0
� PRc

1
(3.33)

Given Rc
0, a choice of a complementary subspace satisfying (3.31) is always possible, and

such an subspace is easily obtained.

Lemma 3.3.4. Suppose that Assumption 3.3.1 is satisfied. Given Rc
0, let V1 be a specific

choice of Rc
1. Then PRc

0
V1 � Rc

0 is also a complementary subspace of R1.
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Proof. Let V0 be a given choice of Rc
0. If B �R0�A1K0, then V1 � t0u, then our statement

trivially holds.

Now consider the case when V1 is a nontrivial subspace. Since we have R0 �

A1K0 � R0 `PV0A1K0 holds, it is deduced that B � R0 `PV0A1K0 `V1. This implies

that M :� PV0A1K0`V1 is a complementary subspace of R0. Since PV0B � PV0M , clearly

PV0 |M :M Ñ V0 must be a surjection, so we have

PV0M � V0 (3.34)

Moreover, both M and V0 are complementary subspaces of R0, and we know due to Lemma

3.3.1 that A0 P F0. Then it is deduced from similar arguments to those we used to derive

(3.9) that

dimpB{R0q � dimpV0q � dimpMq

Therefore, PV0 |M :MÑRc
0 is a surjection between vector spaces of the same finite dimension,

meaning that it is also an injection. We therefore obtain PV0A1K0XPV0V1 � t0u, which

implies that PV0M � PV0A1K0`PV0V1. Combining this with (3.34), it is deduced that

B � R0`PV0A1K0`PV0V1 (3.35)

Clearly PV0V1 is a complementary subspace of R1.

Due to Lemma 3.3.4, we know how to make an arbitrary choice of Rc
1 satisfy the requirement

(3.31). Therefore in the subsequent discussion, we may simply assume that our choice of

Rc
1 satisfies (3.31).
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Under any choice of our complementary subspaces satisfying (3.31), we define

A:2tRc
0,Kc

0u
� A2�A1pA0q

g
tRc

0,Kc
0u
A1

S:tRc
0,Kc

0,Rc
1u
� PRc

1
A:2tRc

0,Kc
0u
|K1 : K1 Ñ Rc

1,

where subscripts also indicate the collection of complementary subspaces on which the

above operators depend.

In this section, we consider the case that K1 � t0u. Then SRc
0

is not invertible since

kerSRc
0
�K1. However, note that SRc

0
is a linear map between finite dimensional subspaces,

so we can always define a generalized inverse as follows.

pSRc
0
qgtRc

1,Kc
1u
�
�
SRc

0
|Kc

1

	�1
pidB�PRc

1
q|Rc

0
, (3.36)

Before stating our main proposition of this section, we first establish the following

preliminary result.

Lemma 3.3.5. Suppose that Assumption 3.3.1 is satisfied. Let V0 and rV0 be arbitrary

choices of Rc
0, and V1 � V0 and rV1 � rV0 be arbitrary choices of Rc

1. Then

dimpV1q � dimp rV1q � dimpK1q

Proof. For V0 and rV0, we have two defined operators SV0 : K0 Ñ V0 and S
rV0

: K0 Ñ rV0. We

established that kerSV0 � kerS
rV0
�K1 in (3.8). From Lemma 3.3.1, we know A0 P F0, so

it is easily deduced that

dimpV0q � dimpK0q � dimpSV0K0q�dimpK1q (3.37)

dimprV0q � dimpK0q � dimpS
rV0

K0q�dimpK1q (3.38)
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In each of (3.37) and (3.38), the first equality is deduced from the same argument to those

we used to derive (3.9), and the second equality is justified by the rank-nullity theorem.

Moreover, the following direct sum decompositions are allowed.

V0 � SV0K0`V1 (3.39)

rV0 � S
rV0

K0` rV1 (3.40)

To see why (3.39) and (3.40) are true, first note that we have R0�A1K0 � R0`SV0K0 �

R0`SrV0
K0. We thus have B � R0`SV0K0`V1 � R0`SrV0

K0` rV1. These direct sum

conditions imply that SV0K0`V1 and S
rV0

K0` rV1 are complementary subspaces of R0.

Since V1 � V0 and rV1 � rV0, (3.39) and (3.40) are established. Now it is deduced from (3.39)

and (3.40) that

dimpV0q � dimpSV0K0q�dimpV1q (3.41)

dimprV0q � dimpS
rV0

K0q�dimprV1q (3.42)

Comparing (3.37) and (3.41), we obtain dimpK1q � dimpV1q. Additionally from (3.38) and

(3.42), we obtain dimpK1q � dimprV1q

Now we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for Apzq�1 to have a second

order pole at z0 and its closed-form expression in a punctured neighborhood of z0.

Proposition 3.3.2. Suppose that Assumptions 3.3.1 are satisfied and K1 � t0u. Then the

following conditions are equivalent to each other.

piq m� 2 in the Laurent series expansion (3.6).
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piiq For some choice of Rc
0, Kc

0, we have

B � R1`A
:
2tRc

0,Kc
0u

K1. (3.43)

piiiq For all possible choices of Rc
0, Kc

0, and Rc
1 satisfying (3.31), S:tRc

0,Kc
0,Rc

1u
: K1 Ñ

Rc
1 is invertible.

pivq For some choice of Rc
0, Kc

0, and Rc
1 satisfying (3.31), S:tRc

0,Kc
0,Rc

1u
: K1ÑRc

1 is invertible.

Under any of these conditions and any choice of complementary subspaces satisfying (3.31),

the coefficients pNj ¥�2q in (3.6) are given by the following recursive formula.

N�2 � pS:
tRc

0,Kc
0,Rc

1u
q�1PRc

1
(3.44)

N�1 �
�

QR
tRc

0,Kc
0u
pSRc

0
qgtRc

1,Kc
1u

PRc
0
�N�2A1pA0q

g
tRc

0,Kc
0u

	
QL
tRc

0,Kc
0u

�QR
tRc

0,Kc
0u
pA0q

g
tRc

0,Kc
0u

A1N�2�N�2A:
3tRc

0,Kc
0u

N�2 (3.45)

Nj �
�

Gjp1,2qpA0q
g
tRc

0,Kc
0u

A1�Gjp2,2q
	

N�2

�p1j�0�Gjp0,2qqpA0q
g
tRc

0,Kc
0u

�
idB�A1pSRc

0
qgtRc

1,Kc
1u

PRc
0

	
QL
tRc

0,Kc
0u

�Gjp1,2qpSRc
0
qgtRc

1,Kc
1u

PRc
0
QL
tRc

0,Kc
0u

(3.46)

where,

A:3tRc
0,Kc

0u
� A3�A1pA0q

g
tRc

0,Kc
0u
A1pA0q

g
tRc

0,Kc
0u
A1

QLtRc
0,Kc

0u
� idB�A

:
2tRc

0,Kc
0u
N�2

QRtRc
0,Kc

0u
� idB�N�2A

:
2tRc

0,Kc
0u

Each Nj is understood as a map from B to B without restriction of the codomain.

Proof. We first establish some results are repeatedly mentioned in the subsequent proof.

Given any choice of complementary subspaces satisfying (3.31), the following identity
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decomposition is easily deduced from (3.33).

idB � pidB�PRc
0
q�pidB�PRc

1
qPRc

0
�PRc

1
(3.47)

Since we have R1 �R0�A1K0 �R0`SRc
0
K0, our direct sum condition (ii) is trivially

equivalent to

B � R0`SRc
0
K0`A

:
2tRc

0,Kc
0u

K1 (3.48)

Moreover, we may obtain the following expansion of the identity from (3.5) and

(3.6).

idB �
8̧

k��m

�
m�ķ

j�0
Nk�jAj

�
pz� z0q

k. (3.49)

�
8̧

k��m

�
m�ķ

j�0
AjNk�j

�
pz� z0q

k. (3.50)

Equivalence between (i)-(iv) : Since (iii) ñ (iv) is trivial, we will show that

(ii)ñ(i)ñ(iii) and (iv) ñ (ii).

To show (ii)ñ(i), let V0 (resp. W0) be a choice of Rc
0 (resp. Kc

0), and the direct

sum condition (ii) holds for V0 and W0. Since kerSV0 �K1 � t0u, SV0 cannot be invertible.

Therefore, m � 1 by Proposition 3.3.1. Therefore, suppose that 2 ¤ m   8 in (3.6).

Collecting the coefficients of pz� z0q�m, pz� z0q�m�1 and pz� z0q�m�2 in (3.49) and
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(3.50), we obtain

N�mA0 � A0N�m � 0 (3.51)

N�mA1�N�m�1A0 � A1N�m�A0N�m�1 � 0 (3.52)

N�mA2�N�m�1A1�N�m�2A0 � 0 (3.53)

We may define the generalized inverse pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

for V0 and W0. Composing both sides of

(3.51) with pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

, we obtain

N�mpidB�PV0q � 0 and N�m �N�mPV0 (3.54)

From (3.52) and (3.54), it is deduced that

N�mA1|K0 �N�mPV0A1 |K0�N�mSV0 � 0 (3.55)

Restricting the domain of the both sides of (3.53) to K1, we obtain

N�mA2|K1 �N�m�1A1|K1 � 0 (3.56)

Moreover (3.52) trivially implies that

N�m�1A0 ��N�mA1 and A0N�m�1 ��A1N�m (3.57)

By composing each of (3.57) with pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

, it can be deduced that

N�m�1pidB�PV0q � �N�mA1pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

(3.58)

PW0N�m�1 ��pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1N�m, (3.59)
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Composing both sides of (3.59) with PV0 , then it is deduced from (3.54) that

PW0N�m�1PV0 ��pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1N�m (3.60)

From (3.60) and the identity decomposition idB � pidB�PW0q�PW0 , we obtain

N�m�1PV0 ��pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1N�m�pidB�PW0qN�m�1PV0 (3.61)

Summing both sides of (3.58) and (3.61) gives

N�m�1 ��N�mA1pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

�pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1N�m�pidB�PW0qN�m�1PV0 (3.62)

Therefore, (3.56) and (3.62) together imply that

0 �N�mA2|K1 �N�mA1pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1 �pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1N�mA1|K1

�pidB�PW0qN�m�1PV0A1|K1 (3.63)

From the definition of K1, PV0A1|K1 � 0. Therefore, the last term in (3.63) is zero .

Moreover in view of (3.54), we have N�mpidB�PV0q � 0. This implies that the third in

(3.63) is zero. Therefore, (3.63) reduces to

N�mA
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1 � 0. (3.64)

Given our direct sum condition (ii) (or equivalently (3.48)) with equations (3.54), (3.55)

and (3.64), we conclude that N�m � 0. The above arguments hold for any arbitrary choice

of m such that 2 m 8, and we already showed that m� 1 is impossible. Therefore, m

must be 2. This proves (ii)ñ(i).

Now we show that (i)ñ(iii). We let V0, W0, and V1p� V0q be choices of Rc
0,Kc

0 and
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Rc
1 respectively. Suppose that S:tV0,W0,V1u

is not invertible. Due to Lemma 3.3.5, we know

dimpV1q � dimpK1q, meaning that S:tV0,W0,V1u
is not injective. Therefore, we know there

exists an element x PK1 such that S:tV0,W0,V1u
x� 0.

Collecting the coefficients of pz� z0q�1, pz� z0q0 and pz� z0q0 in (3.49) and (3.50),

we have

�3̧

k��m

NkA�2�k�N�2A0 � 0 (3.65)

�3̧

k��m

NkA�1�k�N�2A1�N�1A0 � 0 (3.66)

�3̧

k��m

NkA�k�N�2A2�N�1A1�N0A0 � idB (3.67)

From the identity decomposition (3.47), N�2 can be written as the sum of N�2pidB�PV0q,

N�2pidB�PV1qPV0 and N�2PV1 . We will obtain an explicit formula for each summand.

It is deduced from (3.65) that

N�2pidB�PV0q � �
�3̧

k��m

NkA�2�kpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

(3.68)

Restricting both sides of (3.66) to K0, we obtain

N�2A1|K0 ��
�3̧

k��m

NkA�1�k|K0 (3.69)

Since N�2 �N�2pidB�PV0q�PV0 , we obtain from (3.68) and (3.69),

N�2SV0 ��
�3̧

k��m

NkA�1�k|K0 �
�3̧

k��m

NkA�2�kpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K0 (3.70)

We may define pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

as in (3.36). Composing both sides of (3.70) with pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV ,
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then we obtain

N�2pidB�PV1qPV0 ��
�3̧

k��m

NkA�1�kpSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0

�
�3̧

k��m

NkA�2�kpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0 (3.71)

Restricting both sides of (3.67) to K1, we have

�3̧

k��m

NkA�k|K1 �N�2A2|K1 �N�1A1|K1 � idB |K1 (3.72)

From (3.66), we can also obtain

N�1pidB�PV0q � �
�3̧

k��m

NkA�1�kpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

�N�2A1pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

(3.73)

Since A1K1 � R0, we have N�1A1|K1 � N�1pidB�PV0qA1|K1 . Substituting (3.73) into

(3.72), it can be obtained that

�3̧

k��m

NkA�k|K1 �
�3̧

k��m

NkA�1�kpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1 �N�2A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1 � idB |K1 (3.74)

Since N�2 �N�2pidB�PV0q�N�2pidB�PV1qPV0 �N�2PV1 , we have

idB |K �
�3̧

k��m

NkA�k|K1 �
�3̧

k��m

NkA�1�kpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1

�N�2pidB�PV0qA
:
2tV0,W0u

|K�N�2pidB�PV1qPV0A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K

�N�2S
:
tV0,W0,V1u

(3.75)

Note that if Nj is zero for every j ¤�3, the first four terms of the right hand side of (3.75)

are equal to zero, which can be easily deduced from obtained formulas for N�2pidB�PV0q
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and N�2pidB�PV1qPV0 in (3.68) and (3.71). However, we showed that there exists some

x PK1 such that S:tV0,W0,V1u
x� 0. Therefore it is obvious for (3.75) to hold, Nj for some

j ¤�3 must not be zero. This shows (i)ñ(iii).

It remains to show (iv) ñ (ii). Suppose that (ii) does not hold. Then for any

arbitrary choice of Rc
0 and Kc

0, we must have either of

R1XA
:
2tRc

0,Kc
0u

K1 � t0u (3.76)

or

R1�A
:
2tRc

0,Kc
0u

K1 � B (3.77)

If (3.76) is true, then clearly S:tRc
0,Kc

0,Rc
1u

cannot be injective for any arbitrary choice of Rc
1 sat-

isfying (3.31). Moreover if (3.77) is true, then we must have dimpA:2tRc
0,Kc

0u
K1q   dimpRc

1q.

This implies that S:tRc
0,Kc

0,Rc
1u

cannot be surjective for any arbitrary choice of Rc
1 satisfying

(3.31). Therefore (iv) ñ (ii) is easily deduced.

Formulas for N�2 and N�1 : We let V0, W0, V1p� V0q, W1 our choice of Rc
0,Kc

0, Rc
1 and

Kc
1 respectively. Collecting the coefficients of pz�z0q�2,pz�z0q�1 and pz�z0q0 from (3.49)

and (3.50), we obtain,

N�2A0 � A0N�2 � 0 (3.78)

N�2A1�N�1A0 � A1N�2�A0N�1 � 0 (3.79)

N�2A2�N�1A1�N0A0 � 0 (3.80)

From similar arguments and algebra to those in our demonstration of (ii)ñ(i), it can easily
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deduced that

N�2R1 � t0u (3.81)

N�2A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1 � idB |K1 (3.82)

Equation (3.81) implies that

N�2pidB�PV1q � 0 and N�2 �N�2PV1 (3.83)

Equations (3.81) and (3.82) together imply that

N�2|V1S
:
tV0,W0,V1u

� idB |K1 . (3.84)

Composing both sides of (3.84) with pS:tV0,W0,V1u
q�1PV1 , we obtain

N�2PV1 � pS:tV0,W0,V1u
q�1PV1 (3.85)

In view of (3.83), (3.85) is in fact equal to N�2 with the codomain restricted to K1. Viewing

this as a map from B to B, we obtain (3.44) for our choice of complementary subspaces.

We next verify the claimed formula for N�1. In view of the identity decomposition

(3.47), N�1 may be written as the sum of N�1pidB�PV0q, N�1pidB�PV1qPV0 and N�1PV1 .

We will find an explicit formula for each summand.

From (3.49) when m � 2, we obtain the coefficients of pz� z0q�1, pz� z0q0 and
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pz� z0q1 as follows.

N�2A1�N�1A0 � 0 (3.86)

N�2A2�N�1A1�N0A0 � idB (3.87)

N�2A3�N�1A2�N0A1�N1A0 � 0 (3.88)

From (3.86) and the properties of the generalized inverse, it is easily deduced that

N�1pidB�PV0q � �N�2A1pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

(3.89)

Restricting the domain of the both sides of (3.87) to K0, we obtain

N�1A1|K0 � idB |K0 �N�2A2|K0 (3.90)

Using identity decomposition idB � PV0 �pidB�PV0q, (3.90) can be written as

N�1SV0 � idB |K0 �N�2A2|K0 �N�1pidB�PV0qA1|K0 (3.91)

Substituting (3.89) into (3.91), we obtain

N�1SV0 �
�

idB�N�2A
:
2tV0,W0u

	
|K0 (3.92)

Under our direct sum condition (ii), SV0 : K0 Ñ V0 is not invertible, but allows a generalized

sense as in (3.36). From the construction of pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

, we have SV0pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

�

pidB�PV1q|V0 . Composing both sides of (3.92) with pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0 , we obtain

N�1pidB�PV1qPV0 �
�

idB�N�2A
:
2tV0,W0u

	
pSV0q

g
tV1,W1u

PV0 (3.93)
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Restricting the domain of both sides of (3.88) to K1, we have

N�2A3|K1 �N�2A2�N0A1|K1 � 0. (3.94)

Composing both sides of (3.87) with pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

, it is deduced that

N0pidB�PV0q � pidB�N�2A2�N�1A1qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

(3.95)

From the definition of K1, we have A1K1 � R0. Therefore, it is easily deduced that

N0A1|K1 �N0pidB�PV0qA1|K1 . (3.96)

Combining (3.94), (3.95) and (3.96), we have

�
N�2A3�N�1A2�pidB�N�2A2�N�1A1qpA0q

g
tV0,W0u

A1
	
|K1 � 0 (3.97)

Rearranging terms, (3.97) reduces to

N�1A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1 ��N�2
�
A3�A2pA0q

g
tV0,W0u

A1
	
|K1

�pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1 (3.98)

Moreover with a trivial algebra, it can be shown that (3.98) is equal to

N�1A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1 ��N�2
�
A:3tV0,W0u

�A:2tV0,W0u
pA0q

g
tV0,W0u

A1
	
|K1

�pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1 (3.99)

From the identity decomposition (3.47), we haveN�1�N�1pidB�PV0q�N�1pidB�PV1qPV0�
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N�1PV1 , so (3.99) can be written as follows.

N�1S
:
tV0,W0,V1u

��N�2
�
A:3tV0,W0u

�A:2tV0,W0u
pA0q

g
tV0,W0u

A1
	
|K1

�pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1 �N�1pidB�PV0qA
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1

�N�1pidB�PV1qPV0A
:
2tV0,W0u

|Kpz0q
(3.100)

We obtained explicit formulas for N�1pidB�PV0q and N�1pidB�PV1qPV0 in (3.89) and

(3.93). Moreover we proved that S:tV0,W0,V1u
: K1 Ñ R1 is invertible. After some tedious

algebra from (3.100), one can obtain the claimed formula for N�1 (3.45) for our choice of

complementary subspaces. Of course, the resulting N�1 needs to be understood as a map

from B to B.

Formulas for pNj , j ¥ 0q : Collecting the coefficients of pz�1qj , pz�1qj�1 and pz�1qj�2

in the expansion of the identity (3.49) when m� 2, we have

Gjp0,2q�NjA0 � 1j�0 (3.101)

Gjp1,2q�NjA1�Nj�1A0 � 0 (3.102)

Gjp2,2q�NjA2�Nj�1A1�Nj�2A0 � 0 (3.103)

From the identity decomposition (3.47), similarly the operator Nj can be written as the

sum of NjpidB�PV0q, NjpidB�PV1qPV0 , and NjPV1 . We will find an explicit formula for

each summand.

First from (3.101), it can be easily verified that

NjpidB�PV0q � 1j�0pA0q
g�Gjp0,2qpA0q

g
tV0,W0u

(3.104)
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By restricting the domain of (3.102) to K0, we obtain

NjA1|K0 ��Gjp1,2q|K0 (3.105)

Using the identity decomposition idB � PV0 � pidB�PV0q and (3.104), we may rewrite

(3.105) as follows.

NjSV0 ��Gjp1,2q|K0 �1j�0pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K0 �Gjp0,2qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K0 (3.106)

Composing both sides of (3.106) with pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0 , we obtain an explicit formula for

NjpidB�PV1qPV0 as follows.

NjpidB�PV1qPV0

��Gjp1,2qpSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0 �1j�0pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0

�Gjp0,2qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0 (3.107)

Restricting the domain of (3.103) to K1, we obtain

Gjp2,2q|K1 �NjA2|K1 �Nj�1A1|K1 � 0 (3.108)

Composing both sides of (3.102) with pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

, it is easily deduced that

Nj�1pidB�PV0q ��Gjp1,2qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

�NjA1pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

(3.109)

Note that we have Nj�1A1|K1 �Nj�1pidB�PV0qA1|K1 from the definition of K1. Combining
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this with (3.108) and (3.109), we obtain the following equation.

NjA
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1 ��Gjp2,2q|K1 �Gjp1,2qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1 (3.110)

We know Nj � NjpidB�PV0q�NjpidB�PV1qPV0 �NjPV1 , and already obtained explicit

formulas for the last two term. Substituting the obtained formulas into (3.110), we obtain

NjPV1A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1

��Gjp2,2q|K1 �Gjp1,2qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1|K1

�1j�0pA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A:2tV0,W0u
|K1 �Gjp0,2,qpA0q

g
tV0,W0u

A:2tV0,W0u
|K1

�Gjp1,2qpSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1

�1j�0pA0q
gA1pSV0q

g
tV1,W1u

PV0A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1

�Gjp0,2qpA0q
g
tV0,W0u

A1pSV0q
g
tV1,W1u

PV0A
:
2tV0,W0u

|K1 (3.111)

Composing both sides of (3.111) with pS:tV0,W0,V1u
q�1PV1 , we obtain the formula for NjPV1 .

Combining this formula with (3.104) and (3.107), one can verify the claimed formula (3.46)

for our choice of complementary subspaces after some algebra. Viewing the resulting

operator as a map from B to B.

Even though our recursive formula is obtained under a given choice of complementary

subspaces V0,W0,V1 and W1, we know, due to the uniqueness of the Laurent series, that it

does not depend on our choice of complementary subspaces.

Remark 3.3.1. Let us specialize our discussion to H, a complex separable Hilbert space.

In H, there is a canonical notion of a complementary subspace, called the orthogonal

complement, while we do not have such a notion in B. We therefore may let pranA0qK

(resp. pkerA0qK) be our choice of Rc
0 (resp. Kc

0). Then PpranA0qK and PpkerA0qK are orthog-

onal projections. Then our generalized inverse pA0q
g
tpranA0qK,pkerA0qKu

has the following
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properties.

pA0q
g
tpranA0qK,pkerA0qKu

A0 � pidH�PpranA0qKq

A0pA0q
g
tpranA0qK,pkerA0qKu

� PpkerA0qK

That is, both of pA0q
g
tpranA0qK,pkerA0qKu

A0 and A0pA0q
g
tpranA0qK,pkerA0qKu

are self-adjoint

operators, meaning that pA0q
g
tpranA0qK,pkerA0qKu

is the Moore-Penrose inverse operator of

A0 (Engl and Nashed, 1981, Section 1). Moreover, we may let pranA0qKXpSpranA0qKK0qK

be our choice of Rc
1. This choice trivially satisfies (3.31), and it allows the orthogonal

decomposition of H as follows.

H � R0`KSpranA0qKK0`KRc
1

Letting KK
1 XK0 be our choice of Kc

1, we can also make a generalized inverse of SpranA0qK

become the Moore-Penrose inverse operator.

This specific choice of complementary subspaces appears to be standard in H among

many other possible choices.

Remark 3.3.2. Under the specific choice of complementary subspaces in Remark 3.3.1,

Beare and Seo (2018) stated and proved similar theorems to our Propositions 3.3.1 and

3.3.2, without providing a recursive formula for Nj . The reader is referred to Theorem 3.1

and 3.2 of their paper for more details. On the other hand, we explicitly take all other

possible choices of complementary subspaces into account and provide a recursive formula

to obtain a closed-form expression of the Laurent series. Therefore even if we restrict our

concern to a Hilbert space setting, our propositions can be viewed as extended versions of

those in Beare and Seo (2018).
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3.4 Representation theory

In this section, we derive a suitable extension of the Granger-Johansen representation

theory, which is given as an application of the results established in Section 3.3.

Let A : CÑLB be a holomorphic operator pencil, then it allows the following Taylor

series.

Apzq �
8̧

j�0
Aj,p0qz

j , (3.112)

where Aj,p0q denotes the coefficient of zj in the Taylor series of Apzq around 0. Note that

we use additional subscript p0q to distinguish it from Aj which denotes the coefficient of

pz� 1qj in the Taylor series of Apzq around 1. As in the previous sections, we let Npzq

denote Apzq�1 if it exists.

Let Dr � C denote the open disk centered at the origin with radius r ¡ 0 and Dr

be its closure. Throughout this section, we employ the following assumption.

Assumption 3.4.1.

(i) A : CÑ LB is a holomorphic Fredholm pencil.

(ii) Apzq is invertible on D1zt1u.

Now we provide main results of this section. To simplify expressions in the following

propositions, we keep using the notations introduced in Section 3.3. Moreover, we introduce

πjpkq for j ¥ 0, which is given by

π0pkq � 1, π1pkq � k, πjpkq � kpk�1q � � � pk� j�1q, j ¥ 2

Proposition 3.4.1. Suppose that Apzq satisfies Assumption 3.4.1 and we have a sequence
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pXt, t¥�p�1q satisfying

8̧

j�0
Aj,p0qXt�j � εt, (3.113)

where ε� pεt, t P Zq is a strong white noise. Then the following conditions are equivalent

to each other.

piq Apzq�1 has a simple pole at z � 1.

piiq B � R0`A1K0.

piiiq For any choice of Rc
0 , SRc

0
: K0 Ñ Rc

0 is invertible.

pivq For some choice of Rc
0 , SRc

0
: K0 Ñ Rc

0 is invertible.

Under any of these equivalent conditions, Xt allows the representation: for some τ0 depend-

ing on initial values,

Xt � τ0�N�1

ţ

s�1
εs�νt, t¥ 0 (3.114)

Moreover, νt P L2
B and satisfies

νt �
8̧

j�0
Φjεt�j , Φj �

8̧

k�j

p�1qk�jπjpkqNk, (3.115)

where, pNj , j ¥�1q can be explicitly obtained from Proposition 3.3.1.

Proof. Under Assumption 3.4.1, there exists η ¡ 0 such that Apzq�1 depends holomorphi-

cally on z PD1�ηzt1u. To see this, note that the analytic Fredholm theorem implies that

σpAq is a discrete set. Since σpAq is closed, it is deduced that σpAqXD1�r is a closed

discrete subset of D1�r for some 0  r  8. The fact that D1�r is a compact subset of C

implies that there are only finitely many elements in σpAqXD1�r. Furthermore since 1 is
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an isolated element of σpAq, it can be easily deduced that there exists η P p0, rq such that

Apzq�1 depends holomorphically on z PD1�ηzt1u.

Since 1 P σpAq is an isolated element, the equivalence of conditions (i)-(iv) is implied

by Proposition 3.3.1.

Under any of the equivalent conditions, it is deduced from Proposition 3.3.1 that

Npzq �N�1pz�1q�1�NHpzq, where NHpzq denotes the holomorphic part of the Laurent

series. Moreover, we can explicitly obtain the coefficients pNj , j ¥�1q using the recursive

formula provided in Proposition 3.3.1. It is clear that p1� zqNpzq can be holomorphically

extended over 1, and we can rewrite it as

p1� zqNpzq�1 ��N�1�p1� zqNHpzq, (3.116)

Applying the linear filter induced by (3.116) to both sides of (3.113), we obtain

∆Xt :�Xt�Xt�1 ��N�1εt�pνt�νt�1q (3.117)

where νs :�
°8
j�0N

H
j,p0qεs�j , and NH

j,p0q denotes the coefficient of zj in the Taylor series of

NHpzq around 0. Clearly the process

X�
t ��N�1

ţ

s�1
εs�νt (3.118)

is a solution, and the complete solution is obtained by adding the solution to ∆2Xt � 0,

which is given by τ0.

We then show νs is convergent in L2
H . Note that

����� 8̧
j�0

NH
j,p0qεs�j

�����¤ 8̧

j�0
}NH

j,p0q}LB}εs�j} ¤ C
8̧

j�0
}NH

j,p0q}LB (3.119)
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where C is some positive constant. The fact that NHpzq is holomorphic on D1�η implies

that }NH
j,p0q} exponentially decreases as j goes to infinity. This shows that the right-hand

side of (3.119) converges to a finite quantity, so νs converges in L2
H .

It is easy to verify (3.115) from an elementary calculus.

Remark 3.4.1. Given that εt is a strong white noise, the sequence pνt, t P Zq in our

representation (3.114) is a stationary sequence. Therefore, (3.114) shows that Xt can be

decomposed into three different components; a random walk, a stationary process and a

term that depends on initial values.

Proposition 3.4.2. Suppose that Apzq satisfies Assumption 3.4.1 and we have a sequence

pXt, t ¥ �p�1q satisfying (3.113). Then the following conditions are equivalent to each

other.

piq Apzq�1 has a second order pole at z � 1.

piiq For some choice of Rc
0, Kc

0, we have

B � R1`A
:
2tRc

0,Kc
0u

K1. (3.120)

piiiq For any choice of Rc
0, Kc

0, and Rc
1 satisfying (3.31), S:tRc

0,Kc
0,Rc

1u
: K1ÑRc

1 is invertible.

pivq For some choice of Rc
0, Kc

0, and Rc
1 satisfying (3.31), S:tRc

0,Kc
0,Rc

1u
: K1ÑRc

1 is invertible.

Under any of these equivalent conditions, Xt allows the representation: for some τ0 and τ1

depending on initial values,

Xt �τ0� τ1t�N�2

ţ

τ�1

τ̧

s�1
εs�N�1

ţ

s�1
εt�νt, t¥ 0 (3.121)
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Moreover, νt P L2
B and satisfies

νt �
8̧

j�0
Φjεt�j , Φj �

8̧

k�j

p�1qk�jπjpkqNk, (3.122)

where, pNj , j ¥�2q can be explicitly obtained from Proposition 3.3.2.

Proof. As we showed in Proposition 3.4.1, we know there exists η ¡ 0 such that Apzq�1

depends holomorphically on z P D1�ηzt1u. Due to Proposition 3.3.2, we know Npzq �

N�2pz�1q�2�N�1pz�1q�1�NHpzq, where NHpzq is the holomorphic part of the Laurent

series.

p1� zq2Apzq�1 can be holomorphically extended over 1 so that it holomorphic on

D1�η. Then we have

p1� zq2Npzq�1 �N�2�N�1p1� zq�p1� zq2NHpzq (3.123)

Applying the linear filter induced by p1� zq2Apzq�1 to both sides of (3.113), we obtain for

s� 1, . . . , t

∆2Xt �N�2εt�N�1∆εt�p∆νt�∆νt�1q (3.124)

where νt :�
°
jN

H
j,p0qεt�j . From (3.119), we know νt converges in L2

B. Clearly the process

X�
t �N�2

ţ

τ�1

τ̧

s�1
εs�N�1

ţ

s�1
εt�νt (3.125)

is a solution. Since the solution to ∆2Xt � 0 is given by τ0� τ1t, we obtain (3.121). It is

also easy to verify (3.122) from an elementary calculus.

Remark 3.4.2. Similarly the sequence pνt, t PZq in our representation (3.121) is stationary

given that ε is a strong white noise. Then the representation (3.121) shows that Xt can be
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decomposed into a cumulative random walk, a random walk, a stationary process and a

term that depends on initial values.

Remark 3.4.3. Propositions 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 require the autoregressive law of motion to

be characterized by a holomorphic operator pencil satisfying Assumption 3.4.1. However,

we expect a wide class of autoregressive processes considered in practice satisfies the

requirement. For example, for p P N, let Φ1, . . . ,Φp be compact operators. Then the

autoregressive law of motion given by

Xt �
p̧

j�1
ΦjXt�j� εt

satisfies the requirement.

Remark 3.4.4. Even though we have assumed that ε is a strong white noise for simplicity,

we may allow more general innovations in Proposition 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. For example, we

could allow }εt} to depend on t. Even in this case, if }εt} is bounded by a�|t|b for some

a,b PR, the right hand side of (3.119) is still bounded by a finite quantity, meaning that νt

converges in L2
H .

Remark 3.4.5. For simplicity, we have only considered purely stochastic process in

Proposition 3.4.1. However, the inclusion of a deterministic component does not cause

significant difficulties. For example, suppose that we have pXt, t ¥ �p�1q generated by

the following autoregressive law of motion.

8̧

j�0
Aj,p0qXt�j � γt� εt t¥ 1 (3.126)

where pγt, t P Zq is a deterministic sequence. In this case, we may need some condition on

pγt, t P Zq for νt to converges in L2
B. We could assume that }γt} is bounded by a�|t|b for

some a,b P R.
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3.5 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a suitable extension of the Granger-Johansen representation

theory. To achieve this goal, inversion of a holomorphic Fredholm pencil based on the

analytic Fredholm theorem is studied in detail; we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions

for the inverse of a Fredholm operator pencil to have a simple pole and a second order pole,

and further derive a closed-form expression of the Laurent expansion of the inverse around

an isolated singularity. Using the results, our representation theorems are easily derived.

Since we obtain a closed-form expression of the Laurent series of the inverse, we can fully

characterized I(1) (and I(2)) solutions except a term depending on initial values.
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